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TURKEYS are raited in eaviromeatally controlled houses With artificial light and automated watering and feeding.

p«oto by Mark Thompton

County is world's
9
'Turkey Capital
\

AND JUST WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?

By DWAYNE VANCEY
Charles Wampler was
chasing turkeys across a field
late one evening in 1923 when
he had an idea. There's got to
be a better way to make a
living.
However, he had a family
to support and the money
from the turkeys helped
supplement his regular
income so he settled on the
next best thing-finding a
better way to raise turkeys.
All he wanted to do was
make his iob a little easier. As
it turned out though, his
"better
way"
would
revolutionize the poultry
industry
and
turn
Rockingham County into the
"Turkey Capital of the
World."
The main problem with
being a turkey farmer, the
Dayton man decided, was that
turkeys lived outdoors.
Somebody had to round
them up each evening, a task
which, considering the
stubborness and stupidity of
turkeys, took considerably
longer than the average man's
patience would allow.
Foxes, dogs and other
predators took their toll on
turkeys living "on the range"
as did sudden weather
changes-turkeys have been
known to drown by looking up
with their mouths open during
a rainstorm.
Wampler's solution seemed
almost too simple-raise
turkeys indoors. He decided
to hatch some eggs in an
incubator and broodthem by
an oil heater. To his surprise,

it worked.
He immediately wrote 25
college professors across the
country, telling them of his
discovery and asking their
opinion.
The few who
resDonded said the idea was
ridiculous.
Only one-a
poultry professor at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute-advised
Wampler to continue his
experiments.
Raising turkeys artificially
proved so successful that
within four years Wampler
was able to resign as county
agent and start a feed
company.
Soon Wampler was working
out
contracts
with
Rockingham County farmers
whereby he would hatch
turkeys in incubators and the
farmers would raise them to
maturity. Wampler was also
able to build a hatchery and
processing plant.
This contract arrangement
was the basis for the modern
turkey industry. Wampler,
who died two years ago, is
regarded in poultry circles as
"the Father of the Modern
Turkey Industry" and his
portrait with that designation,
is in te Poultry Hall of Fame
at the University of Maryland.
Thanks to Wampler,
Rockingham County became
"the Turkey Capital of the
World." Turkey monuments
stand at the county line on US
33 east and US 11, the local
semi-pro baseball team is the
"Turks" and Broadway High
School has its "Gobblers."
Each May the Friends of
(Continued on Page 24) .

Faculty Senate opposes
SGA's evaluation proposal
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Suggests alternative procedure
By BRUCE OSBORNE
The Faculty Senate voted unanimously to
oppose the Student Government Association's
proposed faculty evaluation program and
proposed an alternative procedure Thursday.
"Several problems" exist in the SGA's
evaluation program, according to a report
submitted by the student relations committee.
Research has indicated that with "studentsponsored evaluations designed for student
becomes the central issue in judging a teacher,
the report said.
Also, a standardized evaluation form, which
the SGA has prepared, "does not appear to
take the nature of the course into account,"
according to the report.
The procedure involved in getting the forms
filled out is faulty, according to the report.
SGA President Darrell Pile told the student
relations committee that senators will pass out
the forms to dorm residents and then collect
the completed forms, according to the
chairman of the committee. Filling out and
signing the forms will be voluntary. After this
step is completed, results will be compiled and
published.
With this voluntary method, not many
students are likely to fill out the forms, the
report
said.
Therefore,
the

"representativeness of the students who
complete the evaluations is open to question,"
the report reads.
" Legal implications"
involved with
publishing unsigned evaluations asm not-deac,

according to the report. Also, this lack of a
mandatory signature leaves
open the
possibility of students
misusing the
evaluations by completing forms for a
teacher they don't have.
Hnwever, after hearine the
student
relations committee's complaints, Pile has
decided it's "very important that we have
students sign the evaluations," he said.
Signatures will not be mandatory, but only
signed evaluations will be used in the
publications. Pile said. "If a student would not
sign it, we would not accept it."
"We can't make a student sign them," Pile
said when asked about the logic involved in not
requiring signatures, but only using signed
evaluations.
"I believe we can still keep students names
confidential," Pile said.
The SGA evaluation program does not
include a listing of the percentage of class
members who completed the evaluation, the
report said. This could mean an entire course
could be judged by a few students.
(Continued on Page 18)

When choosing classes:

Relatively tittle attention
given to profs reputation
By BRUCE OSBORNE
Teachers' reputations- are
given
relatively
little
attention when classes are
being chosen, according to a
survey by The Breeze.
However, most students
believe
the
Student
Government Association's
proposed teacher evaluation
program is necessary.
The proposal, which would
involve
collecting
and
publishing students'
evaluations
of general
studies teachers, will be voted
on at tonight's SGA meeting.
In responses from 230
students,
a
teacher's
reputation ranked third
among four criteria given for
making out a general studies
schedule. Other choices given

were requirements for your
major, time of the course and
other.
Requirements for a major
was ranked first by 149 of
those responding. Time of the
course was the next most
important criteria, with 39
students ranking it as their
number one factor.
A
teacher's reputation was
ranked first by 26 people.
Of
those
surveyed,
approximately 70 percent said
the SGA's proposal is
necessary. About 20 percent
said
the
proposal
is
unnecessary and 10 percent
were undecided or had no
opinion.
Another question asked in
the survey dealt with
grievances.

Students9
considerations
in selecting
classes

Professor
reputation

Time
of class

65%

Major
requirement

Of those responding, 136
said they had never had a
complaint about a teacher of
a general or basic studies
course, and 94 said they did
have a grievance.
Of the 94 with grievances,
about half had taken some*
course of action in order to
solve the problem. About 30
students talked to the teacher,
10 wrote bad evaluations of
the teacher and four conferred
with the department head.
Of those who followed a
grievance procedure, 16
believed their actions had
solved
the
grievance
satisfactorily.
Students who believed the
proposal is necessary gave
various responses about why
they hold this opinion.
Student evaluations of
teachers are necessary
because they "will let
students know how well a
professor teaches before they
take the course," according to
Anita Griffith.
"It would be a big help,
especially for freshmen who
have no idea what any of the
professors are like," said
Debbie Grover.
"It would provide another
outlet besides going to talk
with the professor," John
Graf said.
"'It would help improve the
performance of the professors
overall," according to John
Holt.
"Basically, I think that
students should have more of
a voice eva luating teachers,
and they especially should let
students make more written
comments" said David
Hughes.
"I think it is important for
professors to know what kind
of job they're doing in the view
of the students," said another
student.
"If you're taking a course
(( imlinu.-tl mi Page l>>

facilities
MAP SHOWS DESIGN FOR NEW STEPS.

New steps planned
from Godwin
to dining hall
By GARY REED
Plans for new steps leading from Godwin to Gibbons
Dining Hall have been approved and construction will begin
sometime in May, according to the vice president of
business affairs.
The'new steps, designed by landscape engineers, will be
completed before the opening of school in the fall, said
Adolph Phillips.
Professional consultant engineer Meade Palmer of
Warrenton, Va., was given the project of designing the
steps last summer after the Virginia General Assembly
denied budget requests to build concrete steps.
For the past several years a number of budget requests
to build concrete steps had been given to the General
Assembly, according to Phillips.
"After the last General Assembly turned down the
request, we gave the project to Meade Palmer to come up
with another approach," said Phillips.
Palmer submitted a plan in September for a "natural
approach" to building and landscaping the steps. The
steps would be constructed of treated timber, asphalt and
stone, said Phillips.
The estimated budget for the steps is $9,000. The
concrete steps would have cost "three or four times that
much," said Phillips.
Technical information concerning the dimensions of the
steps have to be "detailed out" by the physical plant
director, Gene Wagner before the project will be submitted
for bids to construction companies, according to Phillips.
Construction on the steps will begin the first or second
week in May when fewer students will be using the steps,
according to Phillips.
"The wooden steps have served a useful role, said
Phillips, who recalls when there were no steps on the hill.
When the lake complex dorms were built, students began
climbing the hill as a short cut to the dining hall. After
students began using the hill a lot, the steps were built, said
Phillips.
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Budget inadequately covers UPB expenses
Ticket sale revenues to compensate for $106,850 deficit
By PATTI TULLY
The University Program
Board receives $88,070 in
student activities funds to
cover programming here, but
the organization spends as.
much as $194,920, according to
the UPB chairman.
Deficits amounting to
$106,850 must be made up on
ticket sale revenues said Dave'
Imre.
UPB expenses include
large concerts, lectures and
special events, printing and
advertising,
mini-concerts,
salaries, movies, travel,
coffeehouses, dances, office
needs, mini-courses, dues and
educational and recreational
supplies.
Costs on large concerts
sponsored by UPB represent
the organization's biggest
expense, according to a
budget breakdown provided
by Imre.
The UPB budet allocates
$19,600 for necessary concert
expenses in addition to
amounts received in ticket
revenues. Of this amount,
$15,000 is used to cover losses
suffered on concerts, and the
remaining $4,600 is used to
pay concert labor, including
spot light operators and
electricians.
UPB
also'
needs
approximately $15,000 to
cover expenses for guest
lecturers and special events.
The cost for these activities is
approximately $17,000, but
since most are^ offered free or
at a minimal charge to
students, UPB receives
approximately $2,000 in
return.

Printing and advertising
for UPB-sponsored activities
costs the organization at least
$12,000, according to the
budget breakdown.
In addition to ticket
revenues, UPB also needs
money to cover losses .and
expenses for mini-concerts.
The budget allocates an
" additional $10,000 for these
events
because
the
organization spends about
$24,000, but only makes about
$14,000 in revenues.
UPB also pays its staff a
total of $8,460 during the year.
Staff members are paid on a
scholarship basis with a set
number of hours each week.
The organization pays 13
workers at $2.25 an hour on an
average
nine
hour
scholarship.
Rental fees for UPBsponsored
movies
are'
financed through ticket
revenues, but other expenses
are involved with the movies.
UPB pays a projectionist, and
all repair costs on equipment
that breaks down, (including
movie equipment and other).
This year, the organization is
also buying new movie
equipment to be used in the
Warren Univesity Union
theatre addition. This year's
budget
allocates
approximately $6,500 for these
expenses.
UPB also has $4,650 to
cover travel expenses for
guest lecturers and costs for
transportation to regional and
national conventions.
For
example, when Noel Neil,
former star of the Superman
television series, came

speak at JMU, UPB paid
approximately $300 for her
transportation
here
in
addition to the base fee forTftr^
lecture.
UPB also needs additional
money to cover losses
suffered on coffeehouses and
dances they sponsor. Such
losses are to be expected
because
UPB
charges
students only minimal fees to
attend the events but must
still pay full prices to contract

bands
and
lecturers,
according to Imre.
The
budget allocates $2,500 to
cover these costs.
Mini courses offered to
students here cost the
organization an additional
$10,000.
Fees charged to
students who take the courses
bring in approximately
$14,000, but the cost for
offering them is $24,000
Other UPB expenses
include dues the organization
must pay for copyrights,

.ragazine subscriptions,
talent
directories
and
membership to the National
Entertainment and Campus
Activities Association. These
costs
amount
to
approximately $2,000.
In addition UPB provides
$400 for trophies given at
regional tournaments, and
$500 for awards and prizes
given for Homecoming Revue,
the annual pool tournament,
and logo contest.

UPB Budget Breakdown

UNIVERSITY
PROGMM
BQ4RD
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Poor facilities hinder UPB
Camera Shop
Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and free Film on Koda color
and B&W Film

24 Hour Dggjoping
B&W and Color Prints
79 E. Market St.

434-5314

Pizza Inn is Having a
fantastic
Thanksgiving Special!
With this ad you will $et
O A#f
«*" ' purchase of
Pf T
*\
I staiit pizza.
«Aff urith a purchase of
°rf
I large pizza.

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL

By PATTI TULLY
Problems booking large
concerts at James Madison
University indicate a need for
new and improved facilities,
according to the University
Program Board Chairman.
Setting dates when both
Godwin Hall and a good band
are available, In additidn to a
lack of space and power, are
the biggest obstacles to
booking large concerts here,
said Dave Imre.
UPB cannot get many

»*eo to use Godwin for

concerts be c a u s e
intercollegiate sports, which
need the facility for games
and practices, have first
priority on the building, Imre
said. The situation becomes
even more difficult because
the bands' performance dates
are also limited, he said.
UPB, therefore, must find a
date when Godwin is not being
used for sports events and
there is. a band in the area,
Imre said.
Such a problem arose
recently when the Charlie
Daniels Band offered UPB a
last minute concert date Nov.
17 at a reduced price,
according to Imre.
The
band's originally scheduled
performance wasca ncelled.he
said, and in order to avoid a

total loss of money, the band
opted to perform here for less
money, he said. Ticket cost
probably would have been $4
or $5 for students, Imre said.
UPB, however, was unable
to accept the offer due to
several problems in getting

the facilities at Godwin, Imre
said.

Men's
and
women's
basketball
practices,
scheduled between 3 and 7
p.m. on Nov. 17, would have
had to have beencancelled, he
said.
The men's team needed the
practice time on their home
court to prepare for their first
scrimmage the next day,
according to Imre.
In addition.
Eastern
Mennonite College was
sponsoring
a
soccer
tournament on the astro turf
and would be using locker
rooms the band also needed,
he said.
The athletic
department asked UPB not to
schedule the concert because
a soccer tournament and
concert on the same night
might pose parking problems
in addition to conflicts with
dressing rooms, Imre said.
"The athletic department
does try to help us out as much
as they can," said Imre. "We
try to work around them and

Dale Wegner Chevy City
when it comes to value ...

•••••

Anyone who brings a frozen
turkey (12 lb. mln.) to the
manager on duty will jet
5 GIANT SPECIALS FREE

J. M. U. comes to Chevy City
New & Used cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

they try to do the same for us,
but unfortunately conflicts
that occur can't always be
resolved so everybody's
^happy," he said.
New
facilities ace needed to house
both concerts and sports
events. Imre said.
UPB has been given seven
available dates to arrange
concerts
in
January,
February
and
March,
according to Imre. All these
dates however, are Sundays
and a few Thursday nights,
because the sports schedule is
very heavy on weekends,
Imre said.
UPB does have hopes of
getting a large concert
sometime in January, he said,
and a bid has been put in on a
band.
Space available in Godwin
also limits what bands can be
offered here, Imre said. Many
bands are too large in terms of
equipment to fit into Sinclair
Gym and still allow for
spectators, he said
Daryl HaU and John Oates,
who performed here last year,
were only able to use half their
equipment due to limited
space in the gym, according to
Imre.
When the group
performs in large halls, such
as
Captial
Centre
in
Landover, Md., they use a
huge star suspended from the
ceiling to open their act, Imre
said. They could not use it
here because Godwin's
ceilings are too low, he said.
Limited space for concerts
here also reduces the price
UPB can-afford to pay for a
large band, because the
facility can only accomodate a
small number of people
compared to larger halls
where many concerts are
held, said Imre.
If UPB did schedule a large
(Continued on page 7)

So come on to Pizza Inn and
have a Ore at Thanksgiving.

Pizza inn.

«5Kr- Jeffrey JJ. DCemoytin
ancf slaff
request the honour of your presence
ai the opening of their newest establishment

UAe 35ocfy Shop HSouh^ue
on >7rioay, the twenty fourth
of DCooemSer
One thousand nine hunJredand seoentu-eiqhi
ai half after nine o 'c/och

2 X. Main
Jlarrisonourg, Uiyinia
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Coiffures Lorren
HAIRCUTTING
and
STYLING
FOR GALS & GUYS
(A Redken Salon)
434-7375

48 W. Elizabeth St.

.

CARS ILLEGALLY PARKED en Hillcrest Drive were tewed Sunday evening.
photo by Mark Thompson

* Survey
<< on tinned from I'sigr :t>

in a department you're
unfamiliar with, teacher
evaluations will enable you to
know the quality of the
teacher
you'll
get,"
according to another advocate
of the proposal.
One student who was
against the proposal said
students will try to get only
the easiest teachers so it won t

be necessary to put forth any
effort in class.
"It seems like there'd be
too much emphasis on
students' opinions, and not
everybody thinks alike," said.
Nancy Earnest.
Evaluations
are
not
necessary because the school
has functioned in the past
without them, said another

respondent.
Many students who said
they had grievances against
teachers cited an "unfair"
grade as the cause of the
complaint. If a grade was not
changed to the student's
satisfaction, the grievance
procedure was seen as being
unsuccessful, in most cases.

Ski Specials

If you want to get to the top in aviation, the Navy is the
way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as pilots and
Naval Flight Officers.
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advanced
jets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, you'll operate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers and
advanced electronics. As either, you'll wear the wings of
Naval Aviation.'
If you're a college man in good physical condition,
Naval Aviation could be your route to the top. Find out
about it from your /local recruiter. Contact:
The Officer Information Team
will be on Campus Feb 6-8
or call toll free: 1-800-552-9947

VALLEY SPORTS ANNEX
r

-ecrr

THE SKY'S
, THE LIMIT IN
NAVAL AVIATION,

124 S. Main
Harrisonburg, VA
433-8185

All skis, bindings, accessories boots and clothing
on SALE NOW

NAVY OFFICER. ITS NOT JUST A JOB, ITS AN ADVENTURE.

MLBEI COBBAL
Family Steak House
ft

1580 South Main

CTSW
•X

£

i

' "Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen

I

"WSflF
10 * DRAFTS
8-4
25 DRAFTS

91

HUN STUDENT ID

Z9-33 S.Lib«rt:

Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future' |
•<v.v/«vwvsa.-
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Announcements
Commuters

Scholarship

Honor Society
Sigma Phi Lambda Honor
Society will meet Nov. 21 in
Room A of the WUU at 6:30
p.m. Dr. Richard Wettstone
will speak on sex.

Ski Tickets
The Rocklngham County
Department of Parks and
Recreation now has discount
ski tickets for sale at
Massanutten Ski Lodge. The
price of the book is $6 and it
can be purchased at the
County Recreation Dept.
between 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
weekdays. These tickets will
be good on Monday and
Thursday nights as soon as the
slopes open for the season.
Everyone registering must be
' over 18. If under 18, parent or
Sardian must sign a release
■m. These tickets include
discounts on lifts, rentals, and
lessons. If you need further
info, please call the recreation
dept. at 433-2049.

Commuter needed
A commuter is needed to
serve as a secretary. Apply at
commuter office. Warren
University Union.

The Mortar Board Honor
Society will be giving a $100
scholarship to a graduating
senior who will be attending
graduate school in Fall 1979.
Applications are available in
the Financial Aid OfficeVarner House. If you have
any questions, please contact
the Mortar Board Honor
Society c-o Box 4145 Campus
Mail. Deadline is Feb. 16,
1979.

Planetarium show
The public planetarium
show, "Stellar Harvest" Is
being presented in Miller Hall
through Nov. 23 at 7:00 and
8:00 p.m. Beginning Nov. 30
and continuing through Dec.
28, the show will be, "The
Christmas Star" also at 7:00
and 8:00 p.m.

A meeting of the Commuter
Student Committee will be
held Nov. 21 in meeting room
C of the WUU at 4:30 p.m.

UHlllllllllllttlUllllllllllllllimillillillllllllllllMIIIIIIMIIII

books, etc. for the Adolescetnt
ward at Western State.
Please
bring
any
contributions you may have at
home, back from the holidays
with you. Your help will be
greatly appreciated.

Deadlines are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
Sper and 3 p.m. Friday
* the Tuesday paper.
All
announcements
must be doublespaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered to The Breeze
office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
.pace-available bask

Seminar
The Physics Society will be
sponsoring a seminar on Nov.
27 at 4 p.m. Mr. R.E. Johnson
of the Nuclear Engineering
and Engineering Physics
Dept. at UVA will be the guest
■speaker.
Research
opportunities for graduate
students will be discussed
briefly followed by a lecture
entitled "Electron and Ion
Temperatures in the Upper
Martian Atmosphere." All
interested are invited to
attend. Refreshments will be
served at 3:45 p.m. outside
Miller 109.

Photography
Students wishing to take
the
art
department's
Photography 255 for the
spring semester are urged to
enroll early as spaces are
limited.
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Game drive
CEC, CCBD and YARC will be
sponsoring a drive after
Thanksgiving to collect old
puzzles, games, books, comic
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English club
The James Madison
University English Club will
meet Nov. 29, 7 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the Warren
University Union. Mr. Morley
Mower and Mr. Zeiss will be
reading their original works.

Raffle Winner
Henry Saunders of White
Hall was the winner of Omega
Psi Phi's TMO Raffle.
Saunders won a Portable
TV, Video game and adaptor.
The drawing was held at
4:00 Friday in the WUU.

Tax Assistance
The Accounting Honors
Society will provide free tax
income tax assistance under

the IRS-VITA program to
interested students. The
program will be conducted on
campus from Feb. 1, 1979
through April 15, 1979. Time
and
location
will
be
announced in the spring.

CEC meeting
CEC will be having a general
meeting Tuesday Nov. 21st at
6:00 p,m. in Room C of the
WUU. The speaker will be
Mr. Bugs Vaughan. and he
will be speaking on what he
expects of student teachers,
and techniques to use with the
MR. child.

it Facilities

something else at
Arthur Treacher's.
Budget Banquet

(Continued from page 5)
and expensive band, they
would have to raise ticket
prices to levels that most
students would refuse to pay,
he said.
For example, the Billy Joel
concert held recently at
Capitol Centre grossed
approximately $148,000,
according to Imre. In order to
sponsor the same band and
pay them the amount of
money they want, UPB would
have to fill Sinclair Gym to its
full capacity of 5,000 and
charge students $32 per ticket.
UPB did make an attempt
to make a bid on Billy Joel
earlierthis year, said Chuck
Marks, concert committee
chairman, but "they refused
to talk to us because the

money . we had to offer was
no where near what they
wanted."
Available power in Godwin
is also a limiting factor in
choosing bands to perform
here, according to Imre.
Many
bands
need
substantially more power
than is available in Godwin,
he said.
For example, in order for
Electric Light Orchestra to
perform here, it would be
necessary to turn off all power
for the entire campus, and
funnel it into Godwin, Imre
said.
This same problem
occurs with many other
bands, he said, so it's
impossible for them to
perform here, be said.

Community Symphony's
scholarship concert set
The James Madison
University
Community
Symphony's annual
scholarship concert will be
held Nov. 21, at 8 p.m. in
JMlFs
Wilson
Hall
Auditorium.
The scholarship concert is
the only concert given by the
symphony to which admission
is charged.
The cost of
admission is $1 with all
proceeds
going
to a
scholarship fund for music
students who participate in
the orchestra programs at
JMU.
The concert will feature
.

—
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It used to be that the best thing you could say
\abou! Tuesday was that it wasn't Monday.
\But that was before ArthurTreacher's Tuesday
Budget Banquet.
Awhur Treacher's delicious fish and chips served
with cple slaw and your choicepf beverage, all for the
low Tuesday-only price of •l«*,r
No winder Tuesdays are something else.

The Breeze
classifieds
get results

Students don't forget your ID is good fer
• 15%'discount on all regular price orders
iJ^.^IV/L.A.-l,,.
milHIIIHHHIIIHtUIIINMI
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modern arrangements of
popular selections by Deane
Kincaide.
Kincaide was
special arranger for Tommy
Dorsey, Harry James and
Glenn Miller.
The symphony is conducted
by Dr. Ben E. Wright,
associate professor of music
at JMU.
Advance donation tickets to
the concert are available by
contacting Karen Harvey,
business manager, JMU
Community Symphony, music
department, James Madison
University, 22807.

A!IR,al,„l(«M^,
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We are something else."
i
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Alcohol policy decision delayed
in residence halls. The limit
on students allowed in
recreation room parties and
suite parties is set because
parties place a burden on
emergency exits. For every
fifty people in an area . there
must be at least one
accessible exit, Garber said.
The limit is usually less
than what the room could
handle, Garber said, but there
is usually a 20 percent
override at a party.
"If you say 100 are coming,
you can usually expect 120,"
Garber said.
Because the meeting was

By JULIE SUMMERS
Questions as to the
definition of public and
Kivate areas in residence
11s delayed action on the
experimental alcohol policy
by the Commission on Student
Services in their meeting
Thursday.
There
are
three
interpretations of the publicprivate definition, according
to Dr. William Hall, vice
president of Student Affairs.
The Safety committee, ABC
Board and the Attorney
General all have differing
views, Hall said.
If an area affects
someone's safety, it is public,
Richard Garber, James
Madison University Safety
Officer, told the commission.
The Attorney
General
defines all area in the the
residence halls as public
including student rooms.
' JMU choses to say that
student rooms are private,
according to Hall.
The ABC Board has no
clear cut definition of public
and private in University
residence halls, Hall said.
Local ABC Board agents, in a
joint decision with the
university.
rules
that
residence halls fall under the
same control comparable to
that of a hotel or motel,
according to Mike Webb, cochairman of the experimental
alcohol policy sub-committee.
Under this control, a hallway
is considered a public space,
Webb said. Webb also is
Director of the Office of
Residence Halls.
According to Webb, the
problem lies with the fact that
students want to have
hallways considered private
so
they can carry and drink
v
-eer there.
Garber, who spoke to the
commission at length on
regulations regarding safety

running late. Hall requested
that committee members
send written statements
concerning their views on the
policy to his office before the
next meeting.
An experimental policy
concerning residence hall
visitation was suggested to the
commission. Under this
proposal, a recommendation
by the Life Style Committee of
the Office of Residence Halls
would permit residence halls
to adjust their visitation
designation for the spring
(Continued on Page 15)

The University Square offers many
Fashionable looks for juniors
So stop by and let us help
Presents:
• • • • Chicago Style Pizzas* • • •
-unexcelled Suhs&Oeli Sandwiches.
Alt en Premise
Budwelser & Mtchelob en tap

get ready for winter.
SBPC honored here

' -dally lunch specials from 11-2:00
NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS:
No. 2 1050
No. 1.1010 S. Main
(In front of Campus) 433-0077

S. High

133-1101
Delivery:

(on campus)
Mon - Thurs 6-11

Available Soon
Delivery for
Shank & Showaltcr

DINE IN OR TARE OUT
Hours:

Sun - Thurs Fri & Sat
till midnight till 2:00am

Rockingham
National Bank

YOUR HOME-OWNED ACTION BANK
RNB CENTER HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801

• HARRISONBURG • GROTTOES • VERONA
• BRIDGEWATER • WEYERS CAVE • MT. SIDNEY
MCM>Pl VALLEY OP VIROiMA BANKgHAHES^

| MEMBER FtJtC

(Convenient location across from upper campus)

Christmas b on the wan ™* weV got lots of gifts
for stocking-staffers.
Love, Coty and Bonne Belle gifts sets.
—Soft perfume and Teddy dear holder
Wild

musk Ousting Powder and spray set

—Powder Peuf Cologne
—Smittu Kitty fragrance candle
ragrancc cologne bucket

BwutcBeOe

YOU

10% off on all

-plus (your favorite Import beers

iiinrtffiiiHir

£m

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

free cosmetic gifts with purchase of lotion

Many small gift items to please your friends for Christmas
W2IS. Main Harrtsonhirg, UA 434-1650

merchandise.

StSTTquSre
AA

5b S. Mali St.

il|V|f
^ ■
1 B

9:30 - 5:00 Mon. - Sa
till 9:00 pm
Thurs & Fri nights
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At the Center Attic:

Tim Eyermann unveils a new band
By TIM WALSH
Tim Eyermann unveiled
his superb new group Monday
night in the Center Attic, and
proved that East • Coast
Offering is still the hottest
progressive jazz band around.
Tim Eyermann formed
East Coast Offering four
years ago. It has probably
been the most heralded jazz
outfit to emerge from
Washington, DC. in many
years.
This tradition of
excellence
seemed
in
jeopardy when the band split
up earlier this year. But fear
not jazz fans; Eyermann's
new East Coast Offering is an
incredible collection of
musicians that play at least as
well as its predessor despite
the fact that they've been
together for only a month and
a half.
Led
by
Eyermann's

extremely versatile reeds and
woodwinds, they excelled both
individually and as a unit.
Well-timed transitions,
perfectly executed breaks,
and
crisp,
precise
arrangements made the
performance a two-hour clinic
in progressive jazz.
But the musicians played
with intensity and spontaneity
that
was anything but
clinical. They were obviously
engrossed in the music, and
auickly earned the respect of
ie audience. Their emotion
and
enthusiasm
was
infectious, especially the
animated actions of bassist
Wade
"His
Imperial
Wildness" Matthews.
Eyermann and the Offering
interspersed new songs, most
written by guitarist Phil
McCusker, Jr., with selections
from Eyermann's album

Wade 'His Imperial Wildness9 Matthews... animated,
infectious enthusiasm
"Unity." They were equally
adept at playing soft
compositions, such as "A
Certain Smile," and more
driving, boisterous songs like
"Bohemian Cave." Shifting
rhythms in many of the songs
kept the pace of the show
moving well.

Eyermann...pleased with 'Gorilla9
photo by Lawrvnci Emorion

The ensemble,
most
notably Matthews, made
creative use
of their
instruments. Matthews and
McCusker traded rhythms
and exceptional jazz leads
effectively, and drummer
Dave Palamar provided basic
beats
and
innovative
syncopation with cool finesse.
Eyermann used his flutes
and piccolo to give an airy
Siality to many of the pieces.
n "A Time Passed," he used
echo devices with his flute
that
combined
with
synthesized wind to give the

photo by Lawrence Emerson

song an ethereal quality.
Besides a
synthesizer,
keyboard player Jeff Hurwitz
played an ABP Omni, a
clavinet, and a Rhodes piano.
His keyboards stood out on
"Friends in Back" and was
consistent throughout.
Eyermann, a native of
Pittsburgh, also played alto
and soprano saxophone, B-flat
clarinet,
and
several
percussion instruments. He is
an accomplished musician
with many awards to his
credit.
After receiving a
music degree from Duquesne
University, he performed with
the Air Force Jazz Ensemble
for four years. The list of
musicians he has played with
in his 17-year professional
career reads like a "Who's
Who in American Jazz."
Eyermann is extremely
pleased with the new East
Coast Offering. His second

album, "Gorilla," will be
released within the next few
weeks. The title track from
"Gorilla" was one of the best
songs of the evening
It
featured a funky sound and
fine guitar leads that were
reminiscent of Jeff Beck's
more jazz-oriented material.
The band tours extensively
and will travel to South
America early next year.
Monday night's show was
sponsored by the Madison
chapter of the National
Association
of
Jazz
Educators. . The turnout was
excellent.
Many music
majors and jazz enthusiasts
attended, which is a tribute to
Eyermann's reputation.
Tim
Eyermann,
complemented perfectly by
"His Imperial Wildness" and
the rest of East Coast
Offering, remains at the
pinnacle of progressive jazz.
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The faculty viewpoint:

'Man For All Seasons': strengths and faults
By

DR.

RALPH

ALAN

COHEN
Associate Professor of
English
Robert Bolt's "A Man for
All Seasons" is undeniably a
great work. It is less clearly
a great play. Bolt celebrates
Sir Thomas More, who was
born five hundred years ago
and who rose to be Lord
Chancellor of England under
Henry VIII before his
opposition to Henry's divorce
cost him his job and his life.
Bolt chose More because he
found in More's refusal to
swear falsely a sense of self in
striking contrast to modern
man's loss of identity. The
play is an eloquent assertion
of integrity in the face of
expediency and
moral
compromise.
This ethical
conflict, however, makes "A
Man for All Seasons" a
dramatic "debate" more than
a drama and forces Bolt to
center all the play's feeling, as
well as its thought, in the
dominant
figure,
the
character of Sir Thomas
More.
To succeed, a production of
the play must therefore have
an actor who can make More
humorous as well as tragic,
human as well as saintly.
Tom King is such an actor,
and the James Madison
University production -although it reflects many of
the play's limitations - gives
strong support to Professor
King's performance and does
credit to our university
theatre.
The trouble with "A Man
for AH Seasons" as theatre is
it merely hints at the desires,
the conflicts, and the feelings
of the other characters in the
play. Bolt will not show us the
love story between Margaret
More and Will Roper, nor will
he let us see enough of the
Richard Rich who so pitifully
pleads for employment from
More. He closes the door on
the mother-daughter
relationship between jUice
and Margaret. In short, Bolt
reduces all the other
characters to debaters so that
we can watch More out-talk
them.
To transcend this
talkiness inherent in the play,
a production must color in the

people that Bolt has only
outlined, heighten what little
subplot there is, illuminate the
shadowy areas, and engage
the audience on levels other
than The Great Debate. In
this respect, the JMU
production does not save "A
Man for All Seasons" from its
own failings.
The staging of this
production conspires with the
script to frame a portrait of
Sir Thomas More rather than
to bring his story to life. If the
production has an outright
flaw it'sTom Forbe's lighting.
He appears to have two main
approaches to lighting: bright
for daytime, dim for night and for variety he throws in an
occasional candle. But how
refreshing those candles are!
They, at least, cast the
characters
into
relief,
however faint, against the
otherwise constant murkiness
of the night scenes. Nor do the
costumes help to overcome
the general dreariness of the
lighting.
Although Pam
Johnson has done her usual
heroic job, she has perhaps
followed Bolt's hints too
closely in the drab costuming
of the More family.
The blocking must also
share some of the blame.
Although every scene begins
with a marvelous entry as the
characters sweep down Allen
Lyndrup's wonderful
stairway.the action inevitably
flows into the lagoon of stage
left where it recedes from the
audience and stagnates.
With the exception of the
Wolsey-More encounter and
the scene between Cromwell
and Rich, only Phoef Sutton's
engaging Common Man is
allowed to use the front of the
stage, and the result (other
than the estimable feat of
making Latimer-Shaeffer
stage appear spacious) Is a
distancing from the audience
that even Brecht would have
disapproved. That general
effect is perhaps most
regrettable toward the end of
the play when More's ordeal
should most be thrust upon the
audience, but instead he is
tucked away into a dungeon
beneath the stairway.
These lapses, let me stress,
do no damage to the play that

is not already there.
But
because they are not part of
the solution, they are part of
the problem. Tom Arthur and
his charges, however, do more
than justice to the many
strengths in Bolt's work.
The staging delights in this
production -- from Allen
Lyndrup's powerful and
evocative set
to Pam
Johnson's careful costumesconsistently reward the eye.
Professor Lyndrup has even
contrived to crown his set with
Tudor beams that suggest the
web in which More is trapped.
And although the costumes of
the More party do not
sufficiently differentiate them
one from another, their
general drabness certainly
stresses the opulence of Henry
and Wolsey and the sartorial
progress of Rich.

But the true treasure of the
JMU production is the acting.
Tom Arthur has mined rich
veins in the Madison ore. With
the exception of a peculiarly
light Henry and a posturing
Cranmer,
none of the
interpretations jar and
several are memorably good.
The range in depth in Mary
Ruberry's acting has grown,
and her Alice More couples a
quick sensitivity with a solid
sensibleness and almost
explains how Sir Thomas
might have been attracted to
such a plain woman.
Steve Clark has now given
the community back to back
acting gems; his Norfolk, like

The jazz ensemble at last Thursday's Wilson Hall concert...

his Bill in
"Fancies",
adds extra heart and warmth
to the play. He has learned to
move with ease and strength
on the stage, and he uses his
angularity to endear us to
Norfolk's craggy character.
The two bad guys do two
good jobs.
Dale Vice's
nervous silences and tense
stances make his Richard
Rich believably unhappy in
his cravenness.
Andy
Clemence's Cromwell resists
the temptation to caricature.
At first, this Cromwell seems
rather pleasant, but soon he
seems too pleasant ~ always
smooth, always combed,
always
smiling.
Mr.
Clemence does not force the
evil from his Cromwell; he
merely lets it ooze out. Like
Shakespeare's Richard III he
"can smile, and murder

whiles he smiles."
If Phoef Sutton does not
graduate ahead of schedule,
Latimer-Shaeffer stage will
have to be renamed for him
since he keeps stealing it
anyway. His Common Man
preserves all
that
is
uncommon in the one
character that Bolt lets
compete with More.
On
opening night Mr. Sutton
seemed uncomfortable for the
first twenty seconds, but then
he found his stride and the
stage was never more alive
than when he held it. Mr.
Sutton dares an audience. He
is not afraid of silence. He

looks at the audience and
waits until he is ready. He
makes them listen. Then his
control and his precision
makes
the
wait
worthwhile.
The chief jewel of this
production is Tom King's Sir
Thomas More. All college and
community plays should be
reviewed in those contexts,
but praise of Professor King's
acting
needs
no
such
qualification. He is an actor
who would be welcome on any
stage,
professional
or
amateur.
In minutes the
image of Holbein's More and
even Scofield's yield to
Professor
King's
interpretation.
His Sir
Thomas is less imposing and
more human. He makes
More the husband and More
the father as important as
More the martyr.
The
gestures and the tines of the
actor vanish before the
feelings and the words of the
man.
His is the kind of
performance that makes an
audience forget that there is a
performance, and they go
with the man, not the actor, up
the winding staircase to his
execution. In that moment,
acting, staging, and script
combine to produce theatre at
its best
This year the Stratford
Players have more fully
upheld their responsibility to
give the community a wide
sampling of important plays.
The big stage offerings began
with a significant original
play by a JMU student (a play
and
an
event
done
considerable disservice by a
somewhat dimwitted local
review) , followed it with this
solid production of a popular
contemporary play, and next
semester will present Roger's
and Ha m m ers tei n' s
"Oklahoma!" and Moliere's
classic farce "Tartuffe." The
rumor is that next year's
schedule may even include
some Shakespeare. Perhaps
Bolt's costume debate is a
good warm-up for that event.
It proves what has been
apparent for years: JMU
theatre need not be bashful.

phot* by Brian Rortpilua
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udent Artworks
Gallery

1

photo by Bill Benaviti

Today will be your last chance to see tlie latest exhibition at
the Student Artworks Gallery. From left to right are 'Pea Pod9
in bronze by Kathy Mason; 'Untitled Wood9 by Michael
Reckard; and 'Untitled Bronze9 by Kathy Mason.

Large crowd attends
Hanky Mt. concert
By JON DAVIS
Hanky Mountain Express, a bluegrass band most recently
from Churchville, Virginia, played Thursday to what may have
been the Center Attic's largest audience this year.
The band consisted of Charlie Rancke (of WMRA fame) on
guitar and most lead vocals; Rick Richardson, mandolin: Tom
Oliver, banjo; and Gus Vollmar, bass. The band did not warm up
until their second set, and they seemed out of it all night. Still
they played well, and the audience enjoyed, them.
A good moment came after Richardson compared "Star
Wars" to "The Wizard of Oz." "(R2D2) has got to be Toto," he
said, and began a good version of "Somewhere Over the
Rainbow."
Richardson and Vollmar shared lines on a medley of "Orange
Blossom Special" sand "Folsom Prison Blues" with Richardson
singing alternately in his normal singing voice and a falsetto Bill
Monroe imitation, and Vollmar coming to the microphone to sing
the last part of the verses in a very low and unexpected baritone.
Richardson made it a comical point to adjust the microphone to
accomodate Vollmar when the short bassist came up to sing.
All night the audience screamed for "Fox on the Run" and
"Rocky Top," which the band did at the end of the show. After
"Rocky Top" they were called back for several encores until the
house lights were turned on.

CHARLIE
RANCKE
AND
RICK
RICHARDSON of Hanky Mountain Express at

last Thursday's Center Attic concert
photo by Brian Boopflug
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BASKETBALL SUPPLEMENT PAGE TWO

If Dukes can survive early-going, year's bright
Although Dillard and Dosh graduated, hopes high with 11 returning lettermen
By DENNIS SMITH (
If the Dukes can weather a
stormy December, the team
can have a very successful
season, according to JMU's
head basketball coach Lou
Campanelli.
The Dukes must face four
of the top in-state teams
during the month.
JMU opens with Virginia in
the first round of the Virginia
Tip-Off Tournament.
The
Dukes then face either George
Washington University or
Virginia Commonwealth
University in the second
round. VCU competed in the
NCAA's Division I Regionals
last season.
After hosting Southeastern
and the JMU Invitational
Tournament, the Dukes will
be visited by Virginia Military
Institute. The Keydets always
have one of the premier teams
in the state.
George Mason University,
which moved to Division I this
season, and Virginia Tech
complete
the
month's
schedule.
"The schedule doesn't
allow us to start of with a
bang, as last year's did," said
Campanelli. "There are no
confidence builders
in
December."
Campanelli's biggest
problem is generating an
offense.
The Dukes lost
Sherman Dillard and Pat
Dosh, JMU's two all-time
leading scorers, through
graduation.
Dillard and Dosh also led
the team in scoring last
season, combining for an
average of 34 points a game.
"You can't lose players of
their caliber and not have it
affect
your
team,"
Campanelli said. "I don't
know if we have the offensive
capibilities to blow many
teams off the court."
JMU returns 11 lettermen,
however, Junior center Steve
Stielper is the only returning
filayer averaging double
igures, with a 16.8 points per
game average last season.
Stielper, a starter since his
freshman year, has a career
average of 18.5 points a game
and definitely will have the

chance to sustain that
average.
Other players Campanelli
is counting on to score are 6-6
Tyrone Shoulders, who
averaged 5.6 points last
season, and Roger Hughett,
who averaged 8.0 a game.
Shoulders came on strong
as a freshman and will be a
mainstay on this year's team,
according to Campanelli.
Hughett started at guard for
the last two seasons and has a
career scoring average of
nearly ten points per contest.
Campanelli has not decided
on a starting lineup yet. He
has been experimenting
around with many different
combinations of players.
"I don't think we'll have
one set starting team,"
Campanelli said. "Nobody
will be the superstar, so
everyone will have the chance
to score."
Depth is one of the team's
strongest points, according to
JMU's's coach.
Gerard Maturine
and
Linton Townes complete the
starting team Campanelli has
been experimenting with
most.
Maturine, a 6-7 senior, has
been a part-time starter for
the Dukes the last two
seasons. He was used mostly
against bigger teams, because
of his "good" jumping ability,
but
his
mobility
is
questionable.
"I'm hoping Gerard will
blossom this year," said
Campanelli. "We're really
counting on him."
Townes, a 6-6 freshman,
has a very good chance of
earning a permanent starting
position, according to the
Dukes' coach.
"He
(Townes)
may
surprise a few people,"
Campanelli said. "He's really
got a nice shooting touch."
Other players that still
have good shots at the starting
positions and that will fill
major roles on the team are 66 Jack Railey, 6-4 Steve
Blackmon, 6-3 Jeff Cross and
6-3 Chip Rosenberg.
Railey, the team's captain,
started at guard last season
until he injured his right knee.

JMU 1978-79 ROSTER

POS. HT. CL.

Jeff Inman

(Chesapeake, Va.)

G

6-2

Fr.

Roger Hughett

(Radford, Va.)

G

6-2

Sr.

G

5-10

Jr.

Steve Blackmon (Washington, p.C.)

F

64

So.

Chip Rosenberg

(Rockville, Md.)

G

6-3

So.

Rick Williams

(Oberlin, Ohio)

F-G 6-4

Jr.

Linton Townes

(Covington, Va.)

F

6-6

Fr.

Jeff Cross

(Baltimore, Md.)

G

6-3

Jr.

Tyrone Shoulders (Aberdeen, Md.)

F

6-6
f;6-6

So.

William Butler

(West Point Va.)

Sr.

Jack Railey

(Chevy Chase, Md.)

Dick Duckett

(South Orange, N.J.)

6-2

Sr.

Steve Stielper

(North Linthicum, Md.) F-C 6-8

Jr.

6-7

Sr.

1

6-5

So.

F

6-6

Fr.

G

Gerard Maturine (Brooklyn, N.Y.)
Brian Tyler

(Hampton, Va.)

Joe Buonincontri (Farmingville, N.Y.)

Campanelli is looking to him
to provide leadership for the
younger players.
Blackmon and Cross saw
substantial playing time last
season. Blackmon is a fine
rebounder
and Cross's
specialty is handling the ball.
Rosenberg got little game
action last season, but

Campanelli expects to play
him much more this year.
Rosenberg is one of the team's
best shooters.
Other players that will see
action are 6-2 Dick Duckett, 65 Brian Tyler, 5-10 W.C.
Butler, and 6-2 Jeff Inman.
The Dukes' freshmen crop
was greatly depleted because

ROGER HUGHETTU2) sets up the offense
against St. Francis Xavier College Saturday

of injuries to two players. Sixfoot-4 swing man Rick
Williams suffered a severely
broken right ankle and is just
beginning therapy.
Joe Buonincontri, a 6-6
forward from Sachem High
School in Lake Ronkonkoma,
N.Y., is sidelined with torn
knee ligaments.

night. Hughett will play guard for the Dukes
this season.

Men hoping for a playoff bid
By JEFF SAFFELLE
1) What are your individual or
personal goals for this
season? 2) What do you
believe the team's goals are
for this season?
Roger Hughett (Senior): I
will be playing point guard
again this season. I really
would like to increase my
passing and defensive skills.
This, I believe, will help the
team.
An 18-to-22-game
winning season is definitely
within reach.
Gerard Maturine (Senior):
To me, personal goals and
team goals are the same
thing. I always think team. I
believe by trying to be the
backbone of the defense and
helping out in the scoring and
rebounding is the best way I
can help the team.
Dick Duckett (Senior):
Personally, I would like to
stay healthy and play a lot
more. Team speaking, I feel
we want a post-season playoff
berth to the ECAC. We should
be able to beat a lot of teams
on our schedule.
W.C. Butler (Senior): I want
to contribute as much as
possible to help the team to a
post season playoff bid.
Jack Railey (Senior):
I
always want to help the team
as much as possible. Staying
healthy is also important.
Last season with the cast
(knee injury) I didn't get to
play much. If I can be able to
dive for a loose ball on the
floor, and it helps the team,
that's all I care about. The
team would like a winning
season. If we can play well
early in the tournaments and
VMl and (Virginia)

Tech, we should have a very
successful season.
Steve Stielper (Junior):
I
want to help the team to a
winning season, and also help
the younger players develop;
sort of be a team leader. If I
can average 20 points a
game...all for the better.
Jeff Cross (Junior): I want to
help the team to a great
season. Hopefully we can play
well enough to go playoffbound after the regular
season.
Shoulders
Tyrone
(Sophomore): I want to be
able to play as hard as I
possibly can, so when it comes

time for that extra effort, I
can bring that effort forward.
A winning season and a post
season tournament are
definitely the team's goals.
Steve
Blackmon
(Sophomore): Playing to the
best of my capability is most
important to me. I feel that
the team would like to receive
recognition with a post-season
bid.
Chip
Rosenberg
(Sophomore): Contributing
more this season and getting
more playing time are my
personal goals. But a 20-plus
win season and getting a post
season bid is more important.
The others on the team feel
the same way.

THE BODV SHOP
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Women hoping to improve
on last year's 9-14 record

CINDY WADDELL, playing defense during
the Alumni scrimmage Sunday, was third on
the Duchesses with 42 assists last season. JMU

opens its season Nov. 29 at the University of
Maryland.
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Duchesses goal: 'work together
By CATHY HANKS ■
What are the team's goals this
year and what are your own
personal goals for this
season?

goals for yourself to achieve
and you keep it inside. You
don't tell anyone else. It's just
for you to achieve.

Sharon Cessna (Senior): It's
hard to say about the team's
goals. The team goal is within
a team itself. I'd like to win
states for the team this year. I
guess it's all-out, total effort
with
everyone
pulling
together. We've always had
that but we need it even more
this year. For myself, I just
want to improve my play
overall. You know, you set

Mendy Childress (Senior):
My biggest personal goal is to
stay in the game longer so I
can use my skills longer. I
want to play smarter defense
and not foul out. I don't really
have any main goals. My
personal ones are mixed with
team goals. I want to play
with greater intensity to help
the team. I don't worry about
myself so much. Our goal is to
have a winning season. But

then winning isn't ultimate.
We know we can't win
everything. We want to be
able to look back and say we
did the best we could.
Kathy Railey (Sophomore): I
think our goal as a team is to
have a better winning record
and to have cohesiveness~to
work together as a team. I
guess my own goals are to not
get as frustrated as last year
and to improve on my
rebounding. I also want to be
an asset to the others and help
them out;
giving them
support when they need it and
if I'm one to the five out there
I want to help the five work as
a whole.
Anna Harvey (Senior):
I
think the team's goal will be to
• Continued on Page 5)
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By RON HARTLAUB
With the loss of only one
player, the JMU women's
basketball team hopes to
improve on their 9-14 record of
a year ago when they open
their season on the road
against nationally-ranked
Maryland Nov. 29.
The Duchesses return four"
starters
and
several
experienced reserves from
the team that last year had to
overcome many obstacles.
Injuries, the placement of two
players
on
academic
Krobation and the abscence of
ead coach Betty Jaynes for
half the season due to back
surgery, all contributed to the
losing record.
Only Bette Notaro was lost
to graduation.
The 5-8
forward averaged 12.4 points
a game, second on the squad,
and led the team in
rebounding averaging eight
an outing.
"We'llmiss her a lot," said
Jaynes of Notaro. "She was
such a spirited player and
always gave so much as far as
leadership of toe team."
With the loss of Notaro on
the front line, Jaynes has
inserted a new offensive look
this year, utilizing three
guards on the offense.
Multiple defenses devised by
assistant
coach
Pam
Wiegardt will also be
implemented because of lack
of height.
"We just don't have the
personnel for three players
inside. We're trying to use
speed as much as we can to
counteract the height,"
Jaynes said.
The strength of this year's
squad is the return of seniors
Mendy Childress, Kathy
Peter, Anna Harvey and
Sharon Cessna.
All four
started most of last year.

"We have four seniors that
provide a lot of leadership,"
said Jaynes.
"They are
helping us to adjust to our
changes in strategy. Only
losing one player has got to be
in our favor."
Childress, the tallest player
at 5-11, led JMU in scoring
with a 13.9 points per game
average last season. With a
7.8 rebound average, the
senior center also was second
in rebounding.
"She's strong inside and
has a good outside range,"
said Jaynes.
According to Jaynes,
Wiegardt has been working
with Childress on her defense
and blocking out on the
boards.
"If we can get that in line,
that will keep her out of foul
trouble."
Peter, the other returnee
across the front line, is noted
as a strong rebounder. The 510 forward was third in
rebounding and fourth in
scoring for JMU.
Like Childress, Peter also
had problems because of fouls
last year. The duo fouled out a
combined
total
of
17
ballgames.
Harvey returnes as the
sparkplug of the team. At 5-3,
she is the smallest member of
the squad. Harvey led the
Duchesses in assists with 82
and is considered by her
coaches to be a strong
defensive asset.
"She is an aggressive
player. She makes up for her
(lack of)
height in her
aggressiveness and the fight
she has inside of her to
compensate for it," Haynes
said.
Cessna, a 5-7 shooting
guard, will be relied upon to
provide outside scoring for
(Continued on page 5)
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Injuries hamper freshmen
By STEVE SNYDER
This
year's
men's
basketball
team
will
showcase three new faces this
semester, and hopefully, two
more next semester. A sixth
new face must sit out a year
and will be eligible during the
1979-80" season.
Freshmen Jeff Inman,
Linton
Townes,
Joe
Buonincontri and
Rick
Williams,
as
wejl
as
sophomore walk-on' Brian
Tyler, all hope to make a
significant contribution to a
winning JMU basketball
team. Only junior transfer
Barry Hamler must sit out a
year before he is eligible to
play here.
All the freshmen played
three years of varsity
basketball at their respective
high schools. In addition to
basketball, Inman played
three years of varsity football
and baseball at Great Bridge
High School in Chesapake. Va.
Buonincontri played baseball
and football in jr. high school,
but stuck with basketball at
Sachem High School on Long
Island, NY. Townes starred
for the Covington High team
which only lost "about ten"
games during his three years
there and won several district
championships, he said.
Williams played three years
at Oberlin High in Cleveland.
Ohio.
In adjusting to college ball,
Inman has found it a "more
physical" game and has had
to learn to communicate with
his teammates more.
"I'm a point guard," he
explained, "So I direct the
offense,
much
like
a
quarterback in football. I've
got to talk a lot out on the
court."
Coach Lou Campanelli
described Inman as having
great "court sense."
A business management
major with a probable minor
in marketing, Inman likes the
possibilities of the data
processing field.
"It's definitely where the
money is," he said. He'd love
to play professional ball, he
said, but doesn't feel it to be a
very realistic possibility.
Inman wasn't offered
scholarships by any other
schools until after he had
already signed to attend JMU.
"Madison is a very popular
school in the area where I'm
from," he explained. "It's
very flat there (Chesapeake)
so I was really attracted bv
the mountains here.I also liked
the atmosphere and the great
people.
I was already
checking out just coming here
as a student before I was
offered the scholarship."
Inman would like to see
JMU get "at least a post
season
bid
for.
a
tournament."
Also
impressed
with
Rockingham County's
mountains was Buonincontri,

who picked JMU over five
other scholarship offers
including Manhattan,
Northeastern (in Boston) and
Weaver State (in Utah).
"I found the campus, the
students, the players and
-coaches all very nice when I
visited here," he said.
Unfortunately,
Buonincontri is presently one
of two freshmen casualties,
along with Williams. Both
were injured in "pick up"
games, Buonincontri a week
after he arrived here and
Williams the day before he left
Ohio.
Buonincontri tore cartilage
in his knee, ending the
"spiritual high" he was on the
first week he was here, he
said.
Buonincontri is definitely
sidelined for the rest of the
semester, but may "possibly"
be ready for the remainder of
the schedule after Christmas,
according to Campanelli. He
has just begun rehabilitative
therapy.
From the sidelines, he's
pulling for the team to do
"really well" and would
especially like to see a victory
over U.Va.
"I think that
would be really good for the
school." he said.
He's contemplating
majoring
in
physical
education, and would "like to
coach someday, maybe."
Williams, meanwhile, is
recovering from surgery for
the broken ankle he sustained
the day before he arrived
here. His cast was removed
last week and he just began
therapy.
Campanelli described his
status as "doubtful" for the
whole season, adding that,
"With Rick, it's a day-to-day
thing.
"We feel he has a very
bright future here and we're
certainly not going to play him
until he's 100 percent. He's a
zone buster, a pure shooter
who's deadly from 20 feet
out."
Williams is undecided as to
a major at present, but will
probably go into "something
in business."
He has no
thoughts about playing pro
ball, saying that "I'm still
trying to adjust to college ball.
The hardest part about this is
the late start I'll be getting
-this year."
Townes, possibly the best
prospect in the bunch, is
described by Campanelli as
the "sleeper of the year."
"He didn't get many
scholarship offers," (only two
others-from Radford and
Liberty Baptist) explained the
coach . "In fact, we spotted
him at a scrimmage when we
had attended to see another
player. He's a very ■ good
shooter."
Townes is an undecided
major, and doesn't really
have an eye toward playing
pro ball.
In adjusting to
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college ball he noted that "the
players are bigger and they
hustle more."
He chose JMU because it
was a Division I ballclub and
because it had a better
program than Radford or
Liberty Baptist. He hopes for
the team to have a "very
successful season" and just
wants to "help out as much as
I can in any way I can."
Sophomore
Tyler
has
continued the trend set the
last two years by W.C. Butler
and Chip Rosenberg, of a
walk-on
making
the
basketball team.
Tyler
actually made the team as a
walk-on in his freshman year,
but dropped out to concentrate
on his studies.
Campanelli said that he
was extremely impressed
with the quickness and
jumping ability of the 6-4
forward
"He's probably the best
jumper on the team," said the
coach.
All indications point to an
excellent crop of newcomers
for the JMU basketball team
this year.
"It's just a shame that only
three of the six can help us
right now," said Campanelli.

LINTON TOWNES fights for a rebound with Xavier's Gil Green
Saturday. Townes made a fine debut scoring 14 points and
grabbing five rebounds.
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Walk-ons make up frosh
By MARK ESPOSITO
The
average
college
freshman is forced into many
adjustments from his or her
high school days, but when
those adjustments also
include the rigors
of
basketball season, the job is
even tougher.
This is the predicament of
James Madison University
student-athletes Debbie Rohr
and Melissa Trowbridge.
Rohr, a 5-7 guard from
Oakton High School in
Vienana, Va. was a two-year
All-District and All-Regional
performer as well as her
team's Most Valuable Player
in 1977.
Trowbridge, a 5-8 guardforward
from
West
Springfield High School, was
also an All-District player and
Most Valuable Player in 1977,
and led her squad in rebounds.
Rohr and Trowbridge, who
come to JMU as walk-ons, are
beneficiaries of a poor
recruiting year in which not
one single scholarship athlete
was signed by the Duchesses.

"I was out for 80 percent of
the season last year," said
JMU head coach Betty
Jaynes. "Recruiting was not
as good as in the past."
As walk-ons Rohr and
Trowbridge are forced to
compete with scholarship
athletes who have the added
advantage
of
previous
experience
with
the
Duchesses.
"People from last year
know the system and that's a
real advantage," Rohr said.
"Plus, the older players know
what to expect from coach
Jaynes and what she expects
from them. For us, this year
is going to be an adjustment."
Trowbridge agreed.
"Experience-wise, they
have an advantage, that's
only obvious," she said. "It's
going to be a learning
experience for us."
This lack of experience has
led to another adjustment on
the part of the two novice
Duchesses.
"In high school most of the
contact is called, but you get

it Goals
FRESHMAN MELISSA TROWBRIDGE goes in for a layup
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(Continued from Page :n
learn how to work with
everyone as a team. I think as
a team, it will be to win the
state tournament. I can set
personal goals of the number
of points I can score or
something like that but that's
not as important this year to
me; my mental aspect is. I
want to hustle all the time and
hold the team up under
pressure. Also a private goal
of mine is to see other
teammate's strong points and
point them out for the team's
advantage.
Kathy Peter (Senior): It's to
reach our potential.. To work
well together and to stay
cohesive as a team. I think
we did last year and we need
to continue it. One of our
goals is to beat ODU and to
have a good performance and
result in the state tournament.
My personal goal is to fit in
with what the team needs and
to carry my share of what
needs to be done. I want to
enjoy the season and, since
it's my last year, to get the
most out of it.
Vickie Collins (Junior): The
main thing will be to get our
speed up to compensate for
the height on the other teams.
I guess just to work together
as a team both in practice and
during the game. The only
way to win is to work together
and not just for yourself. My
own goal is just improving my
offense and being more
confident in myself.
Cindy Waddell (Junior): The
team's goal will be to work
together as a team.
As
compared to last year, to
improve our record and
perform well in the state
tournament.
My personal
goal will be to contribute as
much as possible to the team,
such as passing, shooting well
and bui lding confidence.
Since a lot of seniors will be
leaving this year I want to
begin to step into the
leadership role.
Leslie Patton (Junior): As a
team, I'd say the main goal
would be to have unity in the
team and confidence within .
ourselves. We need to be

mentally and physically
prepared as best we can. I
want to be able to push myself
as hard as I can. If you're
prepared both mentally and
physically and play as hard as
you can, then you can't be
disappointed
with
the
outcome.
Cathy
Hanrahan
(Sophomore): I think we're
going to try and be quicker
with our fast breaks, use our
man-to-man defense well. We
hope to have a winning
season. My goal is that I
defin itely want to stay
healthy. Last year I didn't
even have a pre-season-I
stayed in the training room. I
just want to get through the
year
and
contribute
something other than my
voice.

bumped around in college
basketball," said Rohr. "It's
reallv different."
"The refs let more contact
go
in college,"
said
Trowbridge. "Transitionwise, it's a lot faster game;
that means we've got to work
a lot harder."
Though lack of experience
has made
things intense
under the backboards for the
freshmen, intensity doesn't
end there. It seems intense at
team strategy meetings too.
"I know I won't play until I
learn the system," said Rohr,
"And the system is pretty
complex."
Coacih Jaynes agreed her
basketball strategy is tough
especially for incoming
freshmen.
"It's ,hard, but the biggest
thing is being able to absorb
team offenses and defenses.
We run multiple defenses here
and that's usually a change
for most freshmen."
Trowbridge
has
an
advantage, however, in this
department.
At West Springfield, she
played for JMU alumni and
former Duchess Sue Redfield,
herself a product of coach
Jaynes' system.
"Playing for Sue is a real
advantage," said Trowbridge.
"In high school we worked a
lot on pressure defense like
presses and traps. We also
used options on offense and
defense to vary our play. We
were very organized; we even
had a play book A lot of the
things we do at Madison are
similar to what we did at West
Springfield."
Both women have similar
goals for
this year's
campaign. The*y want to help
the team as. much as possible
in Whatever way they can,
even if that only includes
cheering from the bench.
When asked how they
would feel if they were used
sparingly this season they
both answered, "It's going to
be different but someday I'll
have my day."

it Duchesses
(Continued from Page :i)
JMU. Excellent ball handling
skills, improved passing and
aggressive defensive play
make her a key to the success
of the Duchesses She scored
at a 10.1 clip last year.
Five reserves with varsity
playing experience also
return to bolster the squad.
Cindy Waddell, a junior
guard, played in all 23 games
last season.
Despite her
limited appearances in the
games, whe was third on the
team in assists with 42.
"She is the best passing
guard we have," Jaynes said.
"She will help us run the
offense and get the ball
inside."
At forward, Kathy Railey
will be called upon to
strengthen the front line. The
5-11 sophomore averaged 5.4
points and 6.5 rebounds last
year in 22 games. She will be
counted upon to provide
scoring off the offensive
boards, according to Jaynes.
Sophomore Cathy
Hanrahan will be used as both
a forward and a guard for the
Duchesses.
The 5-11 high
school teammate of Railey sat
out ten games last season with
an
injured ankle.
Junior forward Leslie

Patton and guard Vickie
Collins will be relied upon off
the banch for their defensive
abilities. The pair started off
last season on the junior
varsity roster, but moved up
to the varsity tearh-i at midseason.
^
Collins, who scored only 12
points in nine games last year,
will be used strictly for her
defense, according to Jaynes.
"She'll be assigned the
toughest guard in the personto-person defense."
Sisters Karen and Kathy
Turner could provide outside
scoring off the bench. The
sophomore twins played
junior varsity ball last year,
and "aren't afraid to shoot the
ball," said Jaynes. What they
do lack, though, is playing
experience.
Rounding out the 13-person
roster are freshman guards
Debbie Rohr and Melissa
Trowbridge. Though neither
is expected to play much,
Haynes is pleased with their
advancements.
"They're
working
extremely hard making the
transition," she said. "They
don't get upset when they
make mistakes as many
freshmen do."
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Stielper and Childress :big people with big roles

r

By DAN McNIEL
He is a 6-8 junior majoring
in communication arts His
home town is North Linthicum
Md. and he graduated from
Andover High School.
She is a 5-11 senior
majoring
in
sports
management. Her home town
is Lynchburg and she
graduated from Seven Hills
School.
He is Steve Stielper and she
is Mendy Childress. Each
person is the tallest person on
his or her respective squad
and, moreover, both are
expected to be a "big factor in
their basketball teams'
success this year."
Stielper averaged 16.8
points and 8.1 rebounds per
game in 1977-78. He led the
JMU regulars in free-throw
percentage (84 percent) and
accuracy from the floor (54.2
percent).
Childress was number one
on her team in scoring (13.9)
and blocked shots (31 total).
Her field goal (46.4) and free
throw percentages (60.5) were
tops among the Duchesses
starters.
"Steve probably has the
best offensive moves of any
player in the state and maybe
in this area," commented
head basketball coach Lou
Campanelli." "He's a proven
double-figure scorer and

rebounder. It's tough to play
any length of time without
him.1'
The Dukes' mentor, in his
seventh year at JMU, added
Stielper had two assets which
are important to a big man
inside-hands and heart.
"We'll be looking more to
Steve inside this year since we
are changing our offense.
He's not going to shoot from
beyond the foul line because
we need his rebounding."
As for heart, "Steve is a
real good competitor. He hurt
his elbow in a practice before
the Utah State game last year.
The injury required eight
stitches and we weren't even
sure if he would be able to play
or not The following night he
had 25 points and 15
rebounds."
On the other side of the
court is Betty Jaynes. Serving
her ninth year as the women's
coach, Jaynes has similar
praise for her big person.
"Mendy's
biggest
contribution to our team is
offense. She was number five
in blocked shots sixth in
scoring
and
shooting
percentage, and ninth in
rebounding in the VAIAW last
year," Jaynes pointed out.
Childress earned second
team Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women
Commonwealth

Division honors.
One of Childress' biggest
problems last year was the
time she spent on the bench
mired in foul trouble.
"Pam (assistant coach
Wiegardt) has been working
extremely hard with Mendy
on her defense," noted
Jaynes. "We are going to try
to increase her minutes
played so that we can benefit
from
her scoring
and
rebounding."
The
women's
coach
believes quickness is Mendy's
most valuable asset. "You
don't find anyone her size that
can move with her speed
underneath the basket. She
does our angel sprints
(Jaynes* more positive term
for a running drill better
known as suicides) faster than
anyone on the team."
Practicing her belief in
ERA and equal rights for both
sexes, Jaynes also had kind
words for Stielper.
"Steve is very consistent
from the foul line extended, a
big asset for a player his size.
He has the ability to move
outside or hurt a team from
the inside," she said.
Stielper meets one of
Jaynes' main requirements
for recruiting a basketball
player, male or female.
"One of the things we look
for is a player that can receive
the ball and handle it with
pressure applied.
Steve's
ability in this area is above
average and is a tremendous
attribute."
Campanelli did not mince
words with his assessment of
Mendy Childress. "She is a
fine basketball player with
good offensive skills."
Stielper added to his
coach's view with his own
observation of his counterpart
on the woman's squad.
"She works well inside.
Her main strength is that she
is a very good offensive
rebounder.
Childress describes
Stielper as "a very aggressive
player."
"He's a real work horse
and you can certainly tell
when he is in there. For a tall
person (from a tall person) he
can go inside and shoot
outside equally well."
The similarities are
numerous but there are a few
differences between the two
big people, team goals and

philosophies of winning, for
example.
"I'd like for us to win 20
games," replied Stielper
"We haven't won 20 games
since I've been here."
"I've never been one to say
winning ' is everything
Childress said. "We would
like to look back to games we
lost and know we did our
best."
Their attitudes toward
pressure differ for two
separate, but equally justified
reasons.
"I enjoy the pressure and
hope they (teammates) look
to me." Stielper said. "I like
knowing they have to go to
me. It's more of a challenge
to me if I can decide whether
we lose or win a game."
"I don't feel pressure,"
Childress stated. "As a group
of people we work very well
together for a specific goal. I
don't think one person can win
or lose it Every one has to do
their job."

The two big people also
realized the important role the
coach plays in a basketball
program.
"Coach Campanelli has
done wonders for Madison
basketball.
Nobody would
have thought basketball would
have ever come this far. He's
a very good coach," Stielper
said.
"I respect Ms. Jaynes very
much and have enjoyed
playing under her very much.
I think she and Ms. Wiegardt
complement each other very
well. Ms. Jaynes is offensive
minded and Ms. Weigardt
(works mostly on defense." i
Childress added that either
coach's absence from a
practice or game was very
noticeable.
"You can really tell when
one of them isn't there."
Stielper and Childress.
Two Dig reasons why there
are high hopes for the JMU
basketball programs in 197879.

MENDY (HILDRESSCM) returns to the Duchesses as thenleading scorer and rebounder. <
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Grants in second year
By DWAYNE YANCEY
The number of women
basketball
players
on
scholarships is less than last
year as the Duchesses enter
their second year of offering
athletic grants-in-aid.
No scholarships were
awarded
to
incoming
freshmen this year and one of
last year's three scholarship
players is academically
ineligible.
To make up for this, head
coach Betty Jaynes is "going
all out" in recruitment and
hopes to sign "four to six"
players to scholarships this
year.
Recruiting efforts last year
were hampered when Jaynes
missed most of the season
with a back injury and.
assistant
coach
Pam,
Wiegardt, who handles most
of the recruiting, had to
substitute for her.
Three players were offered
grants but all chose other
schools, Jaynes said.
"We missed out on
(recruiting opportunities)
when a coach should have
been there," she said, adding
that this could have made a
difference in some cases.
The difficulty in recruiting
is "getting the blue chips,"
she said.
"There are a lot of people
who want to come to
Madison," said Dr. Leotus
Morrison, associate director
for women's intercollegiate
athletics, "but the really top
ones are being looked at by
other schools."
Offering
scholarships
allows JMU to compete with
established programs

elsewhere, Jaynes said,
adding that by 1981-82, she
hopes to have all 12 players on
scholarships.
"What we're trying to build
here is a university-level
competitive team," Morrison
said.
Although
terming
it
"successful," the effects of
the program will not be seen
until next season, she said,
when the first group .of
scholarship players are
juniors. .
Last season only Kathy
Railey saw regular playing
time. Cathy Hanrahan missed
much of the season with a
broken hand and Kathy
Klotzbach was academically
ineligible
The
advantage
to
scholarships is that "you get
players with skills you don't
have to teach," Jaynes said,
"You're getting kids who are
better coached."
She
said
she
has
experienced "no problems
yet" in coaching a team of
both scholarship and nonscholarship players and
"hopefully they will keep the
same types of attitudes and
personalities.
"Once we decided three
summers ago to go %to
scholarships we sat down and
talked with the players,"
Jaynes said. "Originally
there were some hard
feelings, but those players are
gone or have accepted their
role. We want to show (nonscholarship players) they still
have a part."
Neither
has
she
experienced
increased

pressure to win now that there
are scholarship players. "We
put a lot of the pressure on
ourselves," she said.
Since most Virginia high
schools play girl's basketball
in the fall, recruiting for next
season has already begun.
"Next year we heed-inside
players-6'1", 6'2", 6'3"-comparable or better to the
two we'll be losing," said
Jaynes.
The coaches keep a file on
players they are interested in
and a crossfile of those
interested in coming to James
Madison University.
The top players "are invited
to a try-out with the
Duchesses. Three potential
players are coming to JMU
this week to practice with the
.team.
They are then ranked based
on their performance with
their high school team and the
audition here and "we go
after them with the intensity
of their rank," Jaynes said.
Normally, she said, "after
the top three we question"
the worth of awarding the
scholarship, which includes
tuition, room and board.
Recruitment efforts are
concentrated in Virginia,
Maryland and parts of West
Virginia. Most JMU students
are from this area and this
makes the school more
attractive
to
potential
players, Jaynes said.
In the future, this area may
be expanded to New York,
New Jersey and North
Carolina. Weigardt has done
some scouting in New York
already this year.

JMU 1978-79 ROSTER

POS. HT.

CL.

Cessna, Sharon

(Cresaptown, Md.)

G

5-7

Sr.

Childress, Mendy

(Lynchburg, Va.)

C

5-11

Sr.

Collins, Vickie

(Staunton, Va.)

G

5-8

Jr.

Hanrahan, Cathy

(Rockville, Md.)

G

5-11

So.

Harvey, Anna

(Altavista, Va.)

G

5-3

Sr.

Patton, Leslie

(Springfield, Va.)

F

5-9

Jr.

Peter, Kathy

(Lexington, Ky.)

F

5-10 Sr.

Railey, Kathy

(Chevy Chase, Md.) F

5-11 So.

Rohr, Debbie

(Vienna, Va.)

G

5-7

Fr.

Trowbridge, Melissa (Springfield, Va.)

F

5-8

Fr.

Turner, Karen

(Collinsville, Va.)

G

5-7

So.

Turner, Kathy

(Collinsville, Va.)

G

5-7

So.

WaddeU, Cindy

(Roanoke, Va.)

G

5-6

Jr

Head Coach: Betty Jaynes
Assistant Coach;
Pam
Wiegardt
Graduate Assistant:
Joan
Leggett

Duchesses to host Czechs
The James Madison
University
women's
basketball team will face the
Czechoslovakian National
Team on December 4 at
Godwin Hall. Game time is
8:00 p.m., and admission is

free with student ID.
The Czechoslovakian team
is considered to be a top
contender for 1980 Olympic
gold medal. The team has
players ranging in height
from 6-foot-2 to 6-foot-7.

TOP RETURNING SCORI
Mendy Childress

FGM
188

FTM PTS.
49
319

AVK
13.9

Sharon Cessna

97

39

233

10.1

Kathv Peter

66

23

155

67

TOP

TOP RETURNING SCORERS

FGM

FTM PTS.

AVE.

Steve Stielper

166

105

437

16.8

Roger Hughett

78

62

218

8.4

Tyrone Shoulders

58

28

144

5.5

RETURNI ^ G

REROUNDERS

Mendy Childress

G
23

REB.
179

AVE.
7.8

Kathy Peter

23

177

7.7

Kathy RaiJey

22

144

6.5

TOP

RETURNING REBOUNDERS
G
REB.
AVE.
Steve Stielper
26
210
8.1

>

Tyrone Shoulders

26

132

5.1

Jack Railey

18

91

5.1

A brief look back.,.
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W&M, UVa, have escort services
By BRUCE OSBORNE
Student escort services are
in operation at the College of
William and Mary and the
University of Virginia, but not
at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
No official escort service is
Erovided at James Madison
niversity, but security
cadets escort anyone who
wishes to be accompanied,
according to the campus
police chief.
At William and Mary, the
escort service is operated by
about 60 male and female
volunteer students and funded
by the student government,
according
to
Robert
McMillan, director of the
program.
A central office is open
Sunday through Thursday
from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m., he
said. Five escorts man,the
office, and groups of two, with
no more than one girl per
group,
are
dispatched
whenever someone calls for
an escort. The escorts carry
walkie-talkies to keep in touch
with the central office.
"We have upwards of 15
calls a night," McMillan said.
About 90 percent of
students thought McMillan's
program provided a good
service, according to a poll
conducted by the student
newspaper, he said.

A "rash of attacks" on
campus in 1974 prompted the
students to form the service,
according to the director.
Since the service was
initiated, there have been
some "rumors of attacks,"
but none have been reported
on. campus, McMillan said.
Next semester he hopes to
make the escort service a
seven day per week operation.
"It's not that much work,
just a lot of walking. Besides,
you get to meet a bunch of
girls," McMillan said.
At UVa, the escort service
■is run by about 70 male and
female volunteer students and
is financed by the student
council
and
alumni
contributions, according to
Tracey Bidewell, co-chairman
of the service.
A central office is open

from 5:30p.m. until 12:30 a.m.
seven days a week, she said.
An answering service takes
escort messages all day.
A van, which was donated
by an alumnus two years ago
after several rapes and
assaults occurred on campus,
is dispatched with two
volunteers to pick up students
desiring escorts, she said.
No walking escorts are
provided. An experiment with
walkers was attempted, but
not
enough
people
volunteered, Bidewell said.
Most spots on campus are
accessible to the van.
About 50 females a day are
escorted in the van, the cochairman said. "I think the
students appreciate" the
service, she said.
(Continued on Page 15)

New York Style

PIZZA
«0 • OFF ANY PIZZA
w/ coupon

Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11AAA-12 n. Jnight
Fri-Sat.
11 AM- lAAA

434-5375
778 E. Market

Fast Carry Out

0«AHAMSSHO£S£fiUIC£

VOU (DEAR
IN REPAIR
Budweiser, 6 pk. 12 oz. cans

III N. LIBERTY $T.

1.69

Pepsi Cola 8 pk. 16 oz.
1.09
plus deposit
Andre' Champagnes
2 for 5.00
Blue Nun Wine

3.99

magnum

Golden Grain Macaroni & cheddar
4 for 1.00
-:

-)

\

Bruce Cut Yams 40 oz. cans

STUDENTSBEGINTYOUR
•NTURES WITH

.89

Campfire Miniature Marshmallows
(10.5 oz. pkg.)
3 for 1.00

ANY COLLEGE I.D.
TUESDAY )NLY 11-21-78

Libby Tomato Juice 46 oz. can

.69

\

Pet Ritz Pumpkin Pies (20 oz.)

THE

CLMW »%•«
One final Bash Before Thanksgiving Break with

ALLSTARS NOU. 21
Need We Say More

.59

Ann Page Ice Milk Bars (12 count)
.99
.89
Pineapples
lb. .59
Red Grapes
.89

Cauliflower
Tangerines

10 for .99

Center cut Pork Chops

lb.

1.99

12 oz.

2.99

Captain John Shrimp
(peeled & deveined)

lb.

Bottom Round Roast

1.69

Also, Thanksgiving Weekend
Bottom Round Swiss Steak lb.

SIDEWINDER

NOU. 24 fc 25

®mM\mnwwmtmWF®&&#y&'

A&P Turkey 16 lbs & up
/-',' '

1.79

lb. .68

/

Ambers
Restaurant
& Lounge
Dining and Dancing
U:ooam- 2:00pm Daily
TUESDAY Is SINGLES NIGHT
at the AMBERS
50' OFF
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
Music by Dave Smiley
After 9:30 pm must be 21

Horn's Mini Market

*Escorts(Continued

<«••
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Last spring there were a
"couple of assaults" on
campus, but the service "has
helped" to cut down on
violence on campus, Bidewell
said.
No official escort service is
provided at Tech. But if "a
young lady is stranded
somewhere on campus in the
middle of the night and calls
us, we would make every
effort to go get her,"
according to I.E. Nickols, the
director of security.
No escort service is
being planned by the security
office, but "we have
suggested that the fraternities
do something," Nickols said.
Student cadets are not
employed at Tech. "So far,
we haven't seen fit to do that,"
he said.
"No rapes have been

reported to us, but sometimes
every incident isn't reported,"
the director said. "So far
we've been relatively safe."
At JMU, "we don't have an
escort service as such set up,
but if someone calls we will
Jick them up," according to
ay Crider, chief of campus
police.
Student cadets do all the
escorting.
At least three
groups of two cadets are on
duty from 7 to 11 p.m. Sunday
through Wednesday, from 8
p.m. until l a.m. Thursday
and from 7 p.m. until 2 a.m.

• Beer by the Reg or Case*
KegPrkes:
30.50
18.50
20.50
K.50
20.50
23.50
14.50
3.50*

philips M across from UaHey Mall
JJB.U. (hecks honored
fatii Snacks ami ke

Friday and Saturday, the
chief said.
Weekends and Thursday
nights are the most popular
times for escorts, Crider said.
Charles
Harris,
SGA
legislative vice president, said
he plans to propose a studentoperated escort service in the
near future.
Harris plans to get
feedback from the campus
police and from the inter-hall
council before bringing the
proposal to the SGA, he said.

* Alcohol —
(Continued from Huge X)

semester.
The
experimental
modification policy states
that, "Residence half students
may change the designated

U ALLEY PLAZA BAHBER SHOP

434-1030

Miller 1/2
Budwelser |/4
Budwtiscr 1/2
ScMHz 1/4
Schlitz 1/2
0i« Wlwauber I 2
Pabtl/4
(carton)
in
• elf arettes
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• H AIRSTVLINGIV APPOINTMENT
• fiECULAfi HAlftCUTTINC WITH NO
APPOINTMENT NECKS Aft V
• FOft OUVS * OALS
Our prices arc designed f er the tightest
ofnwdgcts
So drop en In and meet our staff:
Janice lAHcea, Winston Shlfflctt,
It Suzanne Shirley.
"Serving the vallon a luce 1072"
Hours: Tnes. - f rl. 0 - 5 Sat. I - 4
(closed Mondaa) 433-WO (Nextf (Uses)

visitation level of their hall to
the next visitation level only
once per year; i.e., 3-day
visitation to a 5-day visitation
hall, provided that 93 percent
of the building occupants(not
93 percent of the voters)
approve by secret ballot the
suggested visitation
alteration."
Webb says he is concerned
about the seven percent who
would be opposed to the
change. In a 200 person hall
this would concern 14 peoplee.
The visitation change
would not be permanent and
would have to return to its
original designation in the
fall.
"We don't have the
flexibility to permanently
change designations," Webb
said.
The modification policy
will be experimented this
spring semester and reviewed
in the fall.
President Ronald Carrier
has also requested the
commission to evaluate the
"living
and
learning
arrangements available to
JMU students. " Hall believes
the commission should look
ahead to about six years to try
and see what students will be
wanting and needi

JMU Students
Come By and Uisit
NOW OPEN!

Invites You to Hear the

815 E. Market
(formerty Cedric's locution)

D EATING FOR BREAKFAST
like Steak S Eggs — Ham a Eggs — Sausage a Eggs
Fresh Homemode Biscuits — Unlimited Coffee I
We also feature
Steak a llscults — Ham i Biscuits — Sausage a Biscuits

• FuH Service At Breakfast
Ut et itori your dey off rifhtl Com. In end hove e teet end we wM
estfcerestll
—MKAKFAST SOVED i AM to II AM—
> Meek MKWRS
»'• 1 •
SHssnerSeMefeMicwmi
•»
tssefc * iffi, I Hoieemedo MKMIN. Jetty e fcrtter
».W
HenorSauM^e.JEgfs, 2 Skcuttt, M(y« Suiter
1...1J*
v
OU*SP€CIAlTY -HOT DOCS with HOMHAADE CHH.I
AND JUICY HAMSURGEKS (Ground Fresh Daily)
• LUNCH end WNNEt HtVED 11 AM Toll PM—
HotOoo.Tn.WoyYouUk.Thwn
.«••«
V. Ls^AMsUHGK lettuce, temete. eHlen
.7*
CMttsllUROBt lettuce, temete. onloiv.... i.
tf
FMNCHFIMS
.40
Ml MINKS.......35
Com. iy * fat WWe Ut Tedeyl

....
-fe

*TIuuafot Rwufc
Dfoca
..„ M m Dove SMutcy of WHBG
TONITE

In the Campus Center Ballroom.
Be Sure to Have Your Dancin' Shoes on
and Your Feet Ready to Move.

YOU'LL LOUE THE THUNDER!!!

JMU wrestlers capture six of ten first places

JAM'S BEN HATCH (158 lbs.) wrestles in the JMU Takedown Invitational Saturday.

photo by Bob Ltveron*

Takedown Invitational deemed a 'success
By JEFF SAFFELLE
Competing
very
aggressively, the James
Madison University wrestling
team captured six of the ten
individual titles in the first
JMU Takedown Invitational
Saturday in Godwin Hall.
"Wrestling is an aggressive
sport. You must go right out
after your opponent," stated
JMU wrestling coach Dick
Besnier after the tournament.
The Dukes were able to
advance ten of their grapplers
into the tournament finals of
the ten-team field containing
American University,
Eastern Mennonite College,
George Washington
University, Hampden-Sydney
College, Longwood College,
Lynchburg College, Virginia
Military
Institute,
the
University of Virginia,
Washington
and
Lee
University and JMU
Dennis Herndon (118 lbs),
Brian Langlinais (126 lbs.),
Matt Roth (142 lbs.), Scott
Utegaard (167 lbs), Tim
Noerr
(190
lbs.)
and
heavyweight Rick McCullah
were the Dukes who claimed

individual titles at their
respective weight classes.
"I was very pleased with
the way they competed
today," said Besnier of his
squad's performance, "I
didn't expect a lot of our
wrestlers to advance as far as
they did.
"We wrestled much better
than last week," he added
referring to the Dukes poor
performance at the Monarch
Civitan Open Tourney in
Norfolk Nov. 10-11 when JMU
went up against competition
Besnier feels "will be the
toughest his team will face
this season.
Throughout the eight-hour
tournament Saturday, which
at many times resembled a
circus with four matches going
on at once, many of the
wrestlers had to compete as
much as four or five times.
Besnier tells his wrestlers this
is the norm.
"Wrestling is a tournament
sport. Conditioning is what
the sincere athlete must work
on. If he is not capable of
going four or five matches in

one day, then he just will not
do well."
There were over 160
matches
during
the
Invitational.
For the tournament, the
Dukes 118 lb. scrapper
Herndon was named the day's
Most Valuable Wrestler by the
coaches of the competing
teams.
Herndon's coach had only
praise for this sophomore who
managed 21 wins last season
for JMU (single season JMU
record).
"He is doing a helluva job
for us and is getting better all
along." Besnier considers
Herndon "the wheel of the
team." He is what makes the
team run, Besnier said.
Praise was high for many
other Dukes, including 167 lb.
Utegaard. Utegaard suffered
a torn ligament in his right
ring finger early in the
competition, yet still won the
title.
"Today, Scott wrestled
better than he ever^has here at
Madison," remarked Besnier,
"He is a good wrestler who we
( imtinurd on page 17)

Men swimmers defeat W&L
Divers secure 67-49 win
By MARK ESPOSITO
The
Men's swimming
team dove into the 1978 season
with a 67 to 46 victory over
Division III powerhouse
Washington
and
Lee
University in Lexington
Saturday.
Jack Brooks, Pete Laiti and
Chris Wilson led the way for
the Dukes, who recorded their
first win ever over W&L.
Brooks, holder of six JMU
swimming records took a
second place finish in the 200
yard freestyle, and a first
filace finish in the 500-yard
reestyle in 4:58:8.
The win was particularly
gratifying for Brooks (who sat
out last season) as his subfive-minute time in the 500yard freestyle was his best
time ever in a dual meet.
"I've never been this far
ahead at this point in the
season," said Brooks. "I did a
sub-five-minute time in the

States two seasons ago but
that was well into the season."
Pete Laiti took first place
finishes in both the 200-yard
individual medley (2:07) and
the 200-yard breaststroke
(2:20).
Laiti's time in the
breaststroke was just one
second off his best time.
Wilson,
a
freshman,
recorded first-place finishes
in the 50-yard freestyle
(0:23.0) and the 100-yard
freestyle (0:49.90). According
to JMU coach Charles Arnold,
Wilson's times were not
representative.
"Chris hasn't done much
sprinting. He's been sick,"
said Arnold. "He's not in top
form yet, for example in the
50-yard freestyle Chris is a
consistent 0:22.5."
Other first place finishers
for the Dukes were Chip
Martin in the 200-yard

backstroke and Dave Hatsell.
who teamed with Brooks,
Laiti and Wilson, to take the
400-yard freestyle relay.
In diving events, Mike West
notched wins in both events.
Carl Klingenberg added two
second-place finishes to
assure JMU dominance in
that catagory.
"Up to the diving, W&L
held a fairly big lead," said
Arnold. "But our two firsts
and two seconds were the
turning point. We came out of
the diving not needing to win
the final event."
The win at Lexington was a
particular happy one for
Arnold, too.
"It was one of our highest
spots of the early season," he
said. "As well as being our
first victory over them, it also
showed we could beat them at
their own pool, plus we had
three people out with colds
and we still swam well."

STEVE BLACKMON (20, on left) flghU to keep a rebound alive la
JMU's 69-67 overtime win against St Francis Xavler College
Saturday. (See story on page 17)

photo by Mar* Thompson
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Dukes down Francis Xavier 69-67 in overtime
By PAUL McFARLANE
Accomplishing "what we
wanted to accomplish," the
men's basketball team
defeated St. Francis Xavier

College of Nova Scotia 69-67 in
Saturday's: exhibition game at
Godwin Hall.
JMU head coach Lou
Campanelli said die Dukes

did what they set out to do and
"just did the things we tried to
do."
But it took the Dukes all of
regulation play and all but two

* Wrestlers
<( ontinned from Pag<> IS)
are counting on to do well for
us this season."
The Invitational was set up
to give each wrestler needed
competition and experience.
Besnier feels this exposure is
needed for his young team
which consists of 19 freshmen
of a 31-man tream
"College wrestling is a big
mp from the high school
to
level.
The competition is
better and there is a greater
intensity among the wrestlers
and most importantly,
physical
maturity
is
developed at this level."
Even though his team

competed well on Saturday,
Besnier believes his squad has
a long way to go.
"We need to be even more
aggressive than we were'
today.
We must improve
countering on takedowns and
we must improve being able to
finish off our opponent when
he is down.
But*we are
making progress."
The Takedown Invitiational
had an exclusive format in
that points were counted only
for takedowns and near falls.
After a takedown in a match,
the two wrestlers would
return to the center of the mat
to start over. Only if a pin

were possible through the
takedown, would the referee
allow the match to continue.
Also, there were two 2-Vi
minute periods instead of the
usual three, three-minute
periods. There was no team
scoring.
The tournament was
successful enough that all the
coaches voted to conduct the
meet again next season.
"It (the Invitational) is a
good pre-season tournament
to help ourselves evaluate the
progress we have made in
practice for the upcoming
season," concluded Besnier.

seconds of the first overtime
to do everything they wanted
to do, to win.
Jack Bailey's successful 16foot jumper from the left side
of the foul line with two
seconds to go in the first
overtime period gave the
JMU a two-point lead when
Xavier called time out.
Peter Ryan then inbounded
the ball from under his own
basket and lofted a pass for
Greg Winston. Winston's shot
• was off to the right and JMU
had secured the win.
The JMU play, set up in a
time out with 23 seconds tqgo,
was designed to go inside
for the '•higher percentage
shot," Campanelli said.
Xavier tightened
its
defense inside, though, and
Railey was forced to shoot
from the outside.
"I saw the clock running
down and I shot it up," Railey
said. "It went in the hole."
Xavier fought back from a
ten-point halftime deficit to go
ahead with 4:20 remaining in
regulation play. The lead
changed hands six times until
Tom Sullivan hit a 12-footer
from the right side to put
Xavier ahead by one, 67-66.
JMU's Tyrone Shoulders
tied the score 34 seconds later
when he connected on one of
two
free throws. Xavier
called time with 1:09 left and
ran the clock down to 13
seconds before calling another
time out to set up its final
play.
But Railey forced a
turnover on the left baseline
and JMU called time with
three seconds to go. Railey
tossed to inbounds pass to
Steve Stielper who had to
fight to gain control.
Stielper's 25-footer was just
wide to the left sending to the
game into overtime.
The Dukes controlled the
ball from the opening tap and
tan their four-corners offense
until calling time with 23
seconds remaining.
For Xavier,it was the
second loss to three Virginia
teams. The "University of
Richmond was a ten-point
victim to Xavier, but Virginia
Tech won by six points.
Stielper led all scorers with
19 points. He also added six
rebounds. Freshman Linton
Townes scored 14 points and
had five rebounds, while
Shoulders scored 18 and
grabbed seven rebounds.
Townes made a good
showing in this first varsity
start,
bitting seven of ten
from the floor, and scoring 12
points in the first half.
"He's going to be an
excellent player," stated
Campanelli.
Townes seemed to blend
with the rest of the team, not
making freshman mistakes.
"We try to recruit
complementary players,"
Campanelli continued. "We
don't sign the super-duper

players." They go to bigger
programs, Campanelli said,
such as Virginia Tetfn or
Wake Forest for example.
The Dukes' regular season
starts this
Friday in
Charlottesville
in
the
University of Virginia Tip-Off
Tournament. JMU faces
Virginia in the opening round
while George Washington
University
plays
Virginia Commonwealth
Universtiy in the other first
round. The Championship and
Consolation rounds are
scheduled for Saturday.

Duchesses
swimmers
edge W&M
By CATHY HANKS
Six records were set as a
determined JMU women's
swim team edged William and
Mary Saturday and upped
their record to 2-1.
The Duchesses controlled
the meet until William and
Mary snuck up to tie 62-62 with
only one event, the 800-yard
free relay, remaining. The
relay team of Maria Grosz,
Kathy Berry, Anita Callahan
and Frances Kelly started out
behind, but halfway through,
Grosz overtook William and
Mary's Carol Tatnall. JMU
kept the lead and won the
meet 69-62.
"It was an excellent meet,"
said an exuberant coach
Patricia Courtet. "Everyone
swam and it was great. We
definitely outdid ourselves at
the end and it's still early in
the season."
"Our team goal was to
break seven records this year
and so far we've broken six.
The best thing is that the
records being broken are by
the ones who have been here
for awhile," Courtet said.
Swimmers \ Mary Kate
Ferguson and Maria Brosz
each set two records and the
Duchesses' two relay teams
each established a new time.
Ferguson placed first in
both the 50-yard and 100-yard
breaststrokes setting new
time of 33.04 and 1:12.99
respectively. Grosz finished
first in the 50-yard and 100yard free style with times of
25.20 and 55.3 respectively.
The 200-yard medly relay
team set a JMU record of
1:57.8 and the 800-yard free
relay established a new time
of 8:21.16; a significant
change over the old time
which stood at 8:35.8.
The Duchesses next meet
will be on Dec. 8 at Norfolk
when they will take on Old
Dominion University.

Basketball supplement
BILL MOBERLY competes on
the rings for JMU in its
gymnastics meet against East Stroud*bu.rg State Thursday,,,. ftt,
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ik Faculty Senate
(Continued from Puge :»>

The usefulness of the
publication for students is also
questionable according to the
report.
General studies
courses close quickly, so
freshmen and sophmores do
not have much choice in what
classes to take. Furthermore,
students "choose classes
according to the time and
their academic requirements
rather than by professor," the
report said.
Also, a professor who gets
rated poorly to start with may
become labeled and continue
to receive poor ratings even if
improvement occurs, it said.
Administrative decisions
about faculty would not be
affected significantly by the
proposed evaluations because
of these problems, according
to the committee's report.
The current grievance
system
of submitting
complaint to the teacher, the
department head, the dean
and finally
to
the
academic vice president has
not been fairly tested, the
report reads.
These problems with the
SGA's proposed evaluations
program and an alternative
grievance procedure will be
presented to the SGA at its
next meeting, according to
Dr. Virginia
Andreoli,
chairman of the committee.
Departmental committees
should be formed or current
departmental committees
should be used to discuss
issues that are important to
students, the report reads.. At
least one student
should
serve on each committee.
The committees would be
"neutral,' bodies that serve as
liasons between faculty 'and
students, provide a "forum for
facultystudent concerns" and
document student concerns.
Students should also be
able to present "documented

grievances,' about teachers to
the faculty member. If the
student
believes
the
grievance is not properly
handled, he would then take
the complaint through the
same avenues presented in
the student handbook for
appealing grades.

This

"evaluation

and

Kievance procedure" should
publicized by printing it in
both the faculty and student
handbooks, the report reads.
Part of the committee's
report -- which would have
required
each
faculty
member to collect student
evaluations in two courses
every year, was rejected by
the senate.
Current
rules
for
administering evaluations
outlined in the faculty
handbook have not been
proven inadequate, said those

faculty members who voted
against
the
yearly
evaluations.
"We are aware that we
can't force the students to use
our procedure...but we feel it
is a much better way of
meeting" the student's
objectives, Andreoli said.
In other business, the
personnel
advisory
committee will have the role
of rf"'r«coHiiMMMg body,"
as opposed to a "purely
advisory" or an "advisory
and recommending body."
About 60 percent of 300
faculty members responding
favored the recommending
role lor the PAC.
This vote "clarifies the
points of confusion in the
current handbook" about the
PAC, said the speaker of the
senate, Dr. Robert Atkins.

SOUTHHAMPTON COIN LAUN0AY
Tired of waiting In lint for your dorm'* washer
Come to Southampton St end your wait.
1425$. Main 434-5260

AT

$iomti(ndkuiq
QanclwiCjbtitM,
CANDLES, GIFTSJ
TEE
ORNAMENTS,
CAm£«IN$S, WREATH^
ICWISTMAS PUNTS
Z0*S 5- MAIN
VJV- &*3C

OSHV B'S'SO
SON Z2-3*

RJLL^
ttROJriEK

434-1010

107 S MAIN. HARRISONBURG, VA

UALliV NUTRITION C£NT£ft
OUflHOOUAftliTIESOfttAS!

NATURAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS
Including the fall line of Orgtne lipsticks
Large assortment tf soaps and shampoos
C0MHETE IMC Of NATIMAL UITAMINS
Sit.

ELIZAiCTH ST.

QKNM0N-SAT4-5

Put a
haircut
in-someone's stocking
for Christmas
with a gift certi
ficate from

capo

full tilt.

rni—in.

FOR THE
WINTER WEATHER
YOU DRIVE IN -

The AdvantageOur beat non-ateel passenger radial —
• DuroGard" Folded Belt System wrapt THE
ADVANTAGE in a network of strength
• Special see-threugh tread dealgn channels away
rain and slush.
• 70- Series tread puts a lot ol rubber on the roed
for Icy conditions.
• Unique dual compound tread gives you long
tread Tile and superior traction on dry roada.

m
For size

BR70-13
PIUS »2.23

Federal
Excise Tax.

BFQoodrich
THE ADVANTAGE

as ■as:

Owlet of Pttattt$,
TtM$ Toast and all you can makeSoup ami Salad Bar.

• 54.40

•7.W

2 40

FR70-14

5»10

•I .40

».»

iXPGoodrich

GR70-I4

•1.70

♦5.40

2.S7

The Otner.Guys

2.17

GR7015

44.40

100.20

HR70-1J

44.40

103.20

3.11

73.40

113.10

.3.4?

LR70-1S

Heiihmoo i

—

»

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
I Ma*** at '«nece M.

•»£. Market $1.

«

ER70-14

•**„, tU-HJH

Doonesbury
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ByGarryTrudeau
tYE BEEN LOOKING ALL
(MRfORWUITVEJUST

BEEN

THIS

mm TO YOUR mm

&SeRS/BQU0agt8ACK! BE AH
UHATA6REAT6UY!
AFTER^kmtk.'
GFFBCT..

U5TEN.1 THINK YOU
SHOULD PLAY HIM.

&s MUCH BETTER
LOOKING THAN THE
6UYWUG0TPLAYJNGNOtU.

U5&T0
8EATIMB
UtHENYOU
KHEUUHAT
WENTINTO
THIS STUFF..

o

(JM..WSR5
N0T60/N67D
THAT
CHANGE FOR
OUR DATE, SIR* DOBS IT/ TM
SWITCHING
f
PHARMACISTS!

fl^^"

TYPING SERVICE: Rhonda
Craig 433-1868. No calls after
":30 p.m.
HOME:
Now
under
• construction on 7'/2 acres of
land just 5'2 miles from town
Featuring three bedrooms,
two baths carport, family
room in basement with
Buynow and choose your
color scheme.
Call Dean
Contractors, 833-8551 after 5
p.m.

TM CERTAINLY LOOKING
FORWARD TO OUR WTE

ENGAGEMENT
RINGS.
Christmas gifts, 14K gold
jewelry, brass watches, etc
Order direct from factory 20
percent off catalog price. Call
434-4637.

wmHT.sm.mOTHER
6HUS IN My DORM SAY
THE NI6HT LIFE HERE
IS REALLY \
SOMETHING!

FEMALE
HOUSING
CONTRACT FOR SALE, for
next semester. Call NJ at
4313.
FOR SALE:
Housing
Contract in Showalter Apts.
for female, for now or string
semester. Contact Deby at
433-5420 or Box 852 JMU.
iOU KNOW, SIR, IT
MS MORE THAN JUST
A HAPPY ACCIDENT,
US BUMPING INTO
EACH OTHER LIKE

FOR SALE: Female Housing
Contract for Spring Semester
Need to sell very badly
Contact Virginia-433-0034 or
Campus Mail-PO 3595.

UEDiD.. \

WINTER IS COMING! Tuneup now for quick starts. $12
labor. 20 percent discount on
parts. Call Reese 433-8706.
CRUISE DOWN MEMORY
LANE! 1954 Ford Victoria 2
dr. hard top, v-8, auto, new
paint and upholstery, rebuilt
engine and transmission

Crock

By Bill Rechin & Bro>nt Parker
COMAMWT IS AWAF&
Ws WZB&ONLXAT
CARPFT B4Pr4.

FREE OIL CHANGE with
purchase of 4 or more quarts
of oil All types of mechanics
and body work done. J&S
speed shop. 434-3455. CAR WONT START* Call
J4S speed shop 434-3455 for
Quick service-all types of
mechanics and body work
done.
CUSHIONED BAR STOOLS:
Captain chair style backs
Wood finish.
New.
Sold
separately or together.
Call433-0177 after 4 p.m.
NEED SANTA CLAUS for
your party? Call 434-4637.

Wanted
WANTED:
Honda Civic
Accord or Station wagon
Phone 289-9316 after 6 p.m or
anytime on weekends.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED-Shank Apts
1
bedroom, share with one other
person, furnished. Rent $72 50
per month plus electric bill
Interested call Kelly or
Therese. 433-6401.
ROOMMATE WANTED: For
second semester, need girl to
share a basement apartment
4 mile from campus
Furnished, utilities included
190 a month. Call 433-2831. '
WANTED:
Roommate to
Sbare expenses at Holly Court
Apts. Female preferred, $80
per month .and 1-3 utilities.
Call 434-1610
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By David Hagen

Fool'n'Me

Lost
LOST: Set of car keys in
vicinity of X playing field.
Small reward. Call 434-4637.

AC^»t-t-<VCtANP SOM£ Me^'J

LOST NOVEMBER W:
Norma (brand) chrome 4
color marking pencil between
Wine-Price and WUU or WUU
and Sheldon Hall. Call 6472
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. weekdays. REWARD.

for ff m

Q>3(^P^<tD-

FOR RENT: Squire Hill, one
bedroom unfurnished, washer
and dryer, carpeting, heat and
air conditioning. Rent $200sublease Jan-May only 1 or 2
persons. 433-2029.

"=« "TTTT?

ByMarkLegan

Wings

O

«~*s

z

DHei w«iri*t6 A urr&

found

(TT> 9taS>Z*NT 0#T£K /»$*/*&
H»" -to 5A^€ rue 7V*«ys
V.
olO rHAMKS*>>*ir<C.

}/viUAT A SAt S rruAT»0N; 0*6 SO

!K*Y /)S*MI& ^Hornet iuftiay\>*
Ce.fi uei
O r——^
HELP.

FOUND: Friendly calico cat
near Cleveland Hall. If he's
yours or you'd like to own him
call 6137.

o
*y

Personals
TO THE M.F. who stole my
Luchenbach, Texas hat. I
don't know why you stole it,
you moron, because if I catch
you, I'm going to cut your
heart right out of your chest.
FACE. J.T.
HETERO DANCE IKE: The
Hetero students of JMU and
their friends (also hetero) are
having a disco Friday 17 Nov.,
in the social hall of St. Anita's
Church. Free beverages and
no security because Hetero is
Bettero.

ByTomArvis

Roommates

SGAEC: That's all fine and
dandy, but why do we have to
make a big deal about
something before it gets
changed? EE.
TO THE NEW BROTHERS
OF DELTA SIGMA PI: Way
to go on a go job well done. All
of the brothers and myself are
proud of you all. An ole Pres.

BURKE: BMA.

Big Broth

TYPEWRITER: The ride
back back to Turkeytown
was helped considerably by
mass quantities of drugs!
Typewriter.
WAR IS OVER: If you still
want it-still, lave and kisses,
John and Yoko.
BUBBLE BLOWER OF

By Scott Worner

Madisonman & JjMmy U
W

ifi/E i\ »f\rfv ii^fiI-.I IVIII
PS

MICE TVJ£T
A Mf<L WlTHQirr

S-

WING: You sure got some big
ones. When are you going to
come over at my place? Kool
Boy (with the flaming red
leotardst.
JOHN: We're willing to
make it a threesome if you
are. Let us know how you feel.
David and Calvin.
JMU: Forget you if you
can't take a joke. EE.
CHRIS M. OF VB: As long
as we get attribution you can
run it. 4 AM riders from the
Sunrise Club.
TYPEWRITER:
We'd
better come to some
agreement.
•
You're
commandeering my head.
Typewriter.
ALL RIGHT BABY: You see
what I got in my hand. I got it
right here in my hand just for
you baby, I think I'm gonna
yank on it one time-Watch
out! Mellow Ted.

?f

LIME?

DCR: Weekends are made in
Hoffman! You're a great guy.
Thanks for all the great times
we've had! Looking forward
to more. (Skiing anyone?)
AMB.
(12-8's-SEPTEMBERMAY): What is the hidden
meaning? Answer: I love you
no matter how much sense
you lack. Oogie.
DAVE: I'm sick and tired of
the girls we have to go out
with. They're sooo ugly. You
tell them to keep their
hangnails off me or I'll leave
you for Gregg. Boa.
SIR BARTONS:
GobbI(
Duke. Dimmer Twins.

CHRIS: Whenever <ve see
you in your new wetsuit it
gives us goose bumps all over.
Noel, Meg, and Sue White.
BOZ:
Say hi to the
family for me.
Semester
Fling.
BONER: If you mess with
me one more time, I'm gonna
bite you right in the pene.
Tigger.
-BOWLACE: I'm not doing
too badly. How about you?
Kid.
VA. TECH. G.S.A.: We've
got to get together sometime.
G.S.U.
PATTY: Later. Rusty.

NEIL:
There Comes A
Time
After The Goldrush
(Tonight's The Night) when
we must walk On The Beach
(Zuma) and contemplate
the American Stars 'n Bars
and realize that Time Fades
Away for all those who wish to
reap a Harvest and
that
Time Fades Away. That's
What I'm talking about.
Pennsylvania
Slim.
DRUGS: are the key
and
drugs we "must bt. Take
drugs and you will see.
Blondie and Burke.
ME.
JULIE
AND
MAUREEN: By the Way, it
was nice birthday party.
Corner Desk.
(Continued on Page 21)
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THANKSOIUINO PERSONALS
(B: Congratulations!! You
have been elected as the
turkey of our suite. Happy
Thanksgiving!!
With love
from Fred, Macho Man, Mrs.
Jones, Elle and Purrr.
FELLOW ANIMALS: It's
been real, for sure Here's to
T-Day and hash in the Turk«y
Skins will kill Dallas too r»
-r^.—-w: Eat hearty and
nave a great break. Everyone
(Cotter and Bunsa) come'
back. Yost, we're legal.
Happy Birthday. Love you
all. Tall-n-Tipsy.
WTBH LISTENERS: Here's
to Wishing you all a great
Turkey Day. Don't get cooked
in the VHF range!
Your
holiday DJ. "F.W."

VALLEY LEE TURKEYS:
Enjoy five days without
having to look at a mess! It's
a shame that it is such a big
deal. The busy one.
TO THE COMMONEST MAN
OF THEM ALL: I'm typing
up "Back Forty." And typing
And typjog. And that's my
21 SHOWALTER TURKEYS:
Ya'll enjoy Thanksgiving and
make sure yOu eat a lot! You
know I will! You know who.
WAYNE COMER: How do
you feel about coaching a
team of turkeys in the Spring?
F-8.
SUE:
Great to be back
together again, miss ya over
break-a break in my finger
that is. St. Ryan.

TO ALL WOMEN: Get your
favourite guy and let's play
Turkey. Lay down on the bed
and let them gobble!! Head
Turkey
HEAD TURKEY: I doubt you
could handle such delicacies
and we'd need a magnifying
glass and a pair of tweezers
tft htOdlf .H*P ■'- * *''wn'~*"
MR. BUSINESS: I can't
believe you could be such a
turkey! Enjoy your gobbling.
"ME"
VOGT: Got any paychecks
to spare? EE.
BUTTERFINGERS: Have a
happy Thanksgiving turkey!
W. Virginia and I will be
waiting when you get back!
Fellow Bum.

FRIT:
Those "long''
weekends in Richmond can
only lead to "ill-gottengains."
Nest time, hold on to the two
essentials - a cup and a bottle
old "7" - and watch out for
flying footballs. TC
DEAR SCUM PANTS:
performance on the court the
other night was almost as
good as the one with me. Keep
"up" the good work. Love
Cushion.
M.C. '77 Thanks for a great
weekend! More? Typewriter
UPB:
How about some
Division I concerts? Pretty
please huh. I'm sure some
real bands would like to play
here. Dr. Gonzo.

TO EAGLES 4TH FLOOR DWING:
Hey, Doll-Babies,
How about you and us getting
together and uh, we could uh,
you know, uh.. (Forget it,
what would President Carrier
say if he found out?) Have a
safe and happy Thanksgiving,
anyway, and be sure not to eat
too much ice cream. Love,
The Good, The Bad, and The
Ugly.

B.:
Have a
great
Thanksgiving. Hope you don't
miss B. too much! Never did
get that list of males. I'm
waiting! M.
TO THE BIGGEST BALD
TURKEY OF THEM ALL:
Sorry you didn't know what a
good thing was when you had
it. Almost too late.
BROOKS (YEA. YOU): Of all
the turkeys here, you're my
favorite.
(Your car's the
biggest). If I told you to be
good, could you still have a
good time over Thanksgiving?
Try anyways. You're still the
best solution to cold shoulders
I've found.
(Do you
remember?) Whatever.
Signed-Cold Shoulders.

ft'vr "*"

Well be there! WOTP.
TYPEWRITER: Ifs
not that I am possessive or
anything, buy but you're
making me more involved by
the minute. Typewriter.

KATHIE: Our future may
never be what it could. For
now, let's enjoy each other
like we have, because we need
one another. Remember: the
key word is "maintain".
David.

CHUMPANELLA: . How
about "James Madison " on
the jerseys this year?
Blondie.
HOSE: You were a close
second.
BUB: Mouser, mouser.
Yepper.
The Booze
Brothers.

SHOWALTER 6E: Today is
the day they name after you,
Happy Turkey day, Turkeys.

PRES AND LEGISLATIVE
VICE:
Have a happy
Thanksgiving, you turkeys!
Don't get food poisoning!
Love. Short and Sassy

™ho_ *?it!

DEAR JOHN: I'm sorry, all
is forgiven. I miss you very
much and my nights are
lonely without you. Love, Bill.

TO
THE
BIGGEST
TURKEYS ON CAMPUS-The
Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon--"Mezpah."

BETSY: It's going'to be tbe
"HARDEST" time of my
life-tobe without you over the
Thanksgiving
break.
Somehow, your memory will
be everpresent-Turkey. So,
take care and watch out for
the axe. liOve. Wes.

GINGERBREAD MAN:
You're not giving us time.
Great things come to those

THE FOfc: Finders Liveand Love, Don't call us, we've
got your number.

TO BLONDIE. WHIPSTER,
SQUIRREL, JUPITER AND
"SOPHISTICATED LADY":
Hope all you turkeys have a
super Thanksgiving and
terrific vacation!! Have fun!
"Me"

J.:
Have a great
Thanksgiving. Maybe some
'holy night' I'll have enough
beer to tell you about my
mother. You remind me of
Henry Winkler. C.T

WOMEN ON THE PROWL:
I'm still waiting. Bring the
stuffing. GingerbreadMan.

YOUNG BUCKS: It really
blew. God
HEY HENRY: We love you,
but the beard's gotta' go.
Gross
SPRINGSTEEN: There's
another star from Asbury
Park.

VJWX
DEAN C. HONEYCUTT, Biggest Turkey at JMU with 1M votes.
This notorious young man is most noted for his stunning
Homecoming Revue review.

LOU: You've got a pretty
nice roommate. You're nice
too. Recent Acquisition.
OUT OF HIS: Don't try to
"L" the turkey's "B" Left
Wing Scum.
COLUMBIA SCHOOL: Do
you give medals if we have a
turkey for "E"? EE.
JMU: What about all the
turkeys that we pay to be
turkeys? Blondie.
LAURIE: Here's the personal
I promised you. Sorry its not
more original. Secret flowers
next? Have a nice turkey day.
Your not-so-secret admirer.
NEMO: Tell your curly
headed turkey friend to have
a nice Thanksgiving. The one
not sleeping.
ELM A DUCKWORTH! You
wanted a personal, so here it
is. Don't let any Mongolian
Marsupials get ya. When will
the Delphi Oracle see you on
stage again? Turkey.
GENTLEMEN:
Thanksgiving is a time for all
of us to get down on our knees
and give thanks for never
being without something to
eat. Razor lover

DEAR BADLY: How do I get
in touch with you? I'm ready
to try to satisfy all your needs.
Ready,
Willing
and
, Frustrated.
MARY BETH LIVELY:
Happy Birthday! Make sure
your mom and the guy under
your bed stay apart, and don't
mail any more disected frogs.
BELL BOTTOM BLUES: Eat
your heart out Freddie, I've
found somebody to love. But
can a shrink and a rock star
ever see eye to eye? Oh, no,
no, no. . Yes! 'N Bohemian
Rhapsody.
MESKI: We're glad to have
you with usski. EE.
JMU: Only you can prevent
drug abuse. Needle and the
Spoon.
PLEASE
IDENTIFY
YOURSELF:
If .your
intentions are good. You are
driving us stark raving mad!
Do we know you? Unknowing
in Chandler 309B.
CUTCH BABY: When ya
gonna get a hole put in your
other one? Yanceward.
• and Snydestein.
YANCEWARD
AND
SNYDESTEIN: Yer mamas.
C-Baby.

YANSKI: All I can say is
"things top see and do."
WILD ONES: Q; Are we
not men? A: -We are Devo!
Thanks for the memories and
have a happy turkey day.
Punk Rocker.
PAUL: Now I know what
'face'really means! Thanks.
KATHY FROM KD: Thanks
for stopping by. You'll have to
come by and stay a little
longer,
sometime.
Remember, lasagna after
payday.
SNYDSKI:
Wanna trade
jobs next semester? LMB.
EE.

OHIO OIL CO. LTD :
Message
received and
understood. Our best man,
the "Dr. Pepper Kid." is on
the way to inspect wells and
begin drilling immediately
Hang tight The Admiral
COACH STEMPER; Thanks
loads for all your time, help
and expertise. We couldn't
have been champs without
you!
Lots of love. Your
Piglets.
ANITA: Are we ever going to
meet each other? I'm your
secret admirer. If you ever
need a companion, come
check me out. I'm your cute,
cuddly and adorable "Pooh
Bear."
HIGH GIFFERS: 88 on the
tasty Hairy Buffalo-55 for
sure! Lynx Cat, Doctor, Nay,
Scaz, Ray-thanks-no Robbie
drunk ole man.

YOUNG BUCKS: Saturday
night was great; best one yet!
"Mack, The Knife'' is
becoming a great tradition.
Keep it up! The Young Does
love you. M. and E.

KATHY,
PATSY
AND
NANCY: You guys are the
greatest! Thanks for all your
support this week. I really
appreciate it. What would we
do without each other?
Penny.

TYPEWRITER:
Something strange is going on
in here.
Typewriter.

CHEEK KISSER: Thanks
for a fun time. Wish you were
free more of ten. The talkative
one.

WOLVERINE: Thanks for
being you! You make life
terrific (usually)! Can't wait
to spend Thanksgiving break
with you-let's make it great,
OK? Squirrel.

HEY NEIL: Got any
papers? Oh, oh, hey, hey,
rock and roll is here to stay.
Blondie. Burke, Phoney,
SqueaKy and Steve.
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Rockwell loved
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folks'

iwmimmiiimmiiiii jBy TtWreSil HeflW NiiHWiiinniiimmu
Some of us grew up thinking that Uncle Sam's real name was
Norman Rockwell; I still do-Paul Harvey.
Norman Rockwell, The man who made everyday folks the
subjects of more than 300 "Saturday Evening Post" covers. The
painter who could brighten any scene with a smile, a wink, a
touch of patriotism. Even with Rockwell's death almost two
weeks agoat age 84, the "storyteller" of small town America has
left reminiscences spanning a 60 year career for us to enjoy
"I just do ordinary people in everyday situations," Rockwell
once said, "and that's about all I can do." For one of America's
greatest illustrators, an ordinary person was a young boy
reluctantly pushing a baby carriage while friends taunted him.
This scene, painted by Rockwell at age 22, was the artist's first
cover for the "Post."

Out m his league

'Make your wu% get drunk

s

By Mark Jordan Legan
There are many daring
things you can try in your
lifetime. You can join the
Army, you can go deep-sea
diving, you can drink a bottle
of Ripple, or you could walk
into town.
Many students at James
Madison University don't
have cars, so the only way to
get around is with one's feet.
There are many disavantages
to
walking
around
Harrisonburg. First of all,
there are the dogs. And where
there are dogs there will be
do»i doo.And where there will
be dog doo. there will be
messy shoes.
Harrisonburg is also the
only place that has speed limit
signs for bulldozers and
tractors. I have never seen so
much construction in my life.
They should re n ame Main St.
as The Harrisonburg Canal. I
asked a construction worker
one da v what they were doing.
He replied:
"I dunno. But, it's fun."
It is Thursday afternoon.
Looking into the icebox, you
realize you're low on supplies.
There is no other way around
it. You have to go behind
enemy lines...you have to go
into town.
Before leaving, you have to
get certain things our of the
way. Make out your will, call
some of your favorite
relatives, and get drunk.
Your suite-mates throw a
little going away party for
you. Nothing special. Some
refreshments and a priest
giving you your Last Riles.
Just Before leaving, you give
your farewell speech.
"Men, there comes a time
when we have to do things we
do not like to do. Like going to
A&P. But, I have no Strohs. I
must go!"
You are showered with
cheers and applause as you go
out tne door.
You come across your first
intersection. You look up at
"Walk-Don't Walk" sign and
see that it has been replaced
with a "Run Like Hell-Don't

Even Try" sign. Cars are
speeding by at 90 miles per
hour. Then, you realize there
is someone standing next to
you. It's one of your suitemates, Gunga Din.
"Gunga Din, what are you
doing here?"
"Well, sir, I-"
"You came because of my
heart-warming speech, right?
You came to defy death,
right?"
^'Not quite, sir. I'm out of
munchies."
"That's
almost ■ as
important."

"Well, there was that blind
date-"
"Shut-up, Gunga.
What
I'm trying to say is that
getting into town is vital to the
survival of our suite.
Correct?"
"Correct, sir."
"So, you realize that
something must be done to
stop the constant flow of
cars."
"Yes sir!"
"Good man. As long as you
understand that I won't feel so
bad."
•Bad, sir?"
And with that, you throw
Gunga Din into the middle of
the street. Brakes screech,
bumpers hit, and Gunga is
dead. You look at the accident
with terrible guilt.
"Oh, big deal. He was
majoring in accounting,
anyway, you say, feeling
much better.
You pull up your collar and
quickly cross the street.
You made it.

"Now, remember Gunga.
You can't let them know that
we are in college! That is the
most important thing; that
they know we aren't from the
university."
"Won't
your
I.M.U.
windbreaker and J.M.U.
sweat-shirt give you away,
sir?"
"Um-well.."
"And what about your
J.M.U. hat and your J.M-"
"Shut-up, Gunga Din."
The cars are still speeding
by. There is only one way to
get across.
"Gunga,
we've
been
friends for a long time,
right?"
"Not really, sir. Only-"
"Shut-up Gunga. And you
know I've never lied to you,
right?"

Rockwell portrayed the common man, woman, or child in
authentic detail, with setting and costume as accurate as the
subject himself. The two maids sharing a playbill in a vacant
theater, the country doctor listening to the heartbeat of a little
girl's doll, the hillbilly lazily observing two young women
replacing a flat tire-these subjects all lent themselves to a study
of American life, a life that is too often missed i n our rush to find
answers to questions or break in routine. But Rockwell caught
these quiet scenes with his paintbrush. His subjects aren't afraid
to show delight in such unsophisticated events as a blacksmith's
contest or a boxing match.
The charm of Rockwell's works lies in the realistic qualities of
his subjects. The small boy searching his grandfather's coat
, (Continued on Page 23)
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JMU Commission
uses student input
To the editor:
The way in which the
University's Commission on
Student Services has handled
the review of current alcohol
policies is to be commended.
Open hearings, which
allowed all-students a chance
to voice their opinions, were
an excellent idea. We feel that
by seeking out and hearing the
opinions of all people effected
by the alcohol policy, the
members of the Commission
can now make a decision
which will accurately address
the desires of everyone.
Undoubtedly, the actions on
the part of the Commission to
seek out student opinions are
indicative of the very open
and
student
oriented
administration James
Madison University has.
After attending several
Virginia State Student
Government
Association
meetings, as well as a recent
national convention on student
services, the most outstanding
points the SGA officers have
learned is how studentoriented our campus really is.
Unlike many other schools, we
have student representation
and voting power on all major
University decision making
bodies — including
the
University Council.
In
addition, these groups can
meet with any of the
University's Vice Presidents
or President Carrier himself
with very snort notice.
The
work
of
the
Commission .on Student
Services further emphasizes
the importance on our campus
of student input.
Equally
outstanding, by reading The
Breeze, students can also
learn that our library staff is
now
seeking
student
evaluations
of
library
services; that the Summer
School Office is now holding
open hearings for students to
voice their concerns with the
summer.school calendar; and
that the proposed University
calendar change has now been
delayed until more student
input can be gained.

The efforts of
our
university and in particular
the recent efforts on the part
of the University Commission
on Student Services, to go out
of their way and solicit
student input are efforts
which may be unheard of on
other campuses and which
should be appreciated by all
JMU students.
The £tudfBf Government
Association
Executive Council
Darrell Pile
Charlie Harris
Dave Martin
LesleeLedden
Don Haag

Yancey
attacked
To the editor:
After
seeing
Dwayne
Yancey perform in the recent
production "La Ronde," I was
going to suggest he give up
acting and concentrate on his
writing abilities. However,
afters reading his recent
"Curriculum Commentary JMU is a Failure" in the
November 17 issue of The
Breeze, I suggest he give up
both.
Carolyn Dockler
Commuter
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Litter here a typical sight
To the editor:
As a student on this
campus. I have noticed a new
everywhere on the school
grounds.
When I first came to James
Madison University, the
campus was an unfamiliar but
beautiful spot. I was most
impressed by the green hills,
trees and pther landscaping
which created a natural,
scenic environment in which
to live and study.
I have been upset this year
to find that other people are
destroying this environment,
not only tor themselves, but
for all other students as well.
What I am referring to is
the trash and litter which are
becoming a typical sight
campus-wide.
In an institution which has
a commitment to intellectual,
cultural, and professionaj
growth, it is annoying that the
students
would
lower
themselves
to .
the
carelessness, food-fighting,
and common littering which
have been recently on the
upswing.

Do we want our campus to
look as sloppy and unkept as
the one at the University ol
Virginia, wiBi "bottles dnd
other debris strewn about?
. It may be too late for them
to beautify theirs again, but
as for us, it is simply a
matter of waiting three
minutes for a trash can to
drop empty bottles or cups

Just as one roommate
cannot keep his
Im neat
without the other
.so too
is cooperation necessary in a
concerted effort by all JMU
students to keep our campus
beautiful while we still can.
Maria S. Castells
Cleveland Hall

Coed dormitory in
N-Complex needed
To the editor:
As a resident student of the
N-Complex at James Madison
University, I feel that there is
a need and demand for a co-ed
dorm in the downhill section of
campus.
Co-ed dorms have been
available to uphill and Lake
Complex residents, and I feel
N-Complex residents are
deprived of this option.
I wish to propose the
establishment of a co-ed dorm
in the N-Complex with the
following criteria: the dorm
would be co-ed by floors and
or sections depending on the

number of male and female
students who are interested.
Upperclassmen will have
preference and must have
■good academic standing.
I
feel.
that
the
implimentation of this policy
will be beneficial to the
student body of James
Madison because it would
allow more freedom and
responsibility to the resident
students and more co-ed
activities could be planned for
the participation of the
students.
Tom Hudson
Hanson Hall

Cross Country team
'gets no respect'
* Rockwell

To the editor:
It has become very evident
that the James Madison
University Cross Country
Team can't get any publicity.
The team has sent
representatives to The Breeze
office four times and still
there have been no articles in
The Breeze.
It's about time you realize
there are other sports at JMU
besides Division III Football
and women's Field Hockey.

If you feel we don't
measure up to being called a
sport, then come work out
with us one day. We work
hard and we're not the full ride
guys that rob JMU of its
athletic funds.
Sure, we don't bring in any
money to the school, but we
don't spend much in our
program either. We don't get
much and we don't ask Tor
much, just a little respect.
JMU Cross Country Team

Guestspot:

Argument won't solve problems
By MARK SUTTON
It is a shame that only one student here
thought it necessary to respond to Dwayne
Yancey's suggestion that most of the country
be disenfranchised.
I guess it doesn't matter much, since most
of us probably don't vote anyway.
I haven't voted since the 1977 primaries, and
probably won't again until the great national
crusade to retire Jimmy Carter cranks up in
1980.
Based on the performance of the national
and state government during my liifetime, I
can see no reason whatsoever for voting.
Nineteen years of witnessing unmitigated
bollocks, by both Republicans and Democrats,,
is hardly an encouragement to go to the polls.
There will be no change in my voting record
unless there is a change in the system.
If you want to see where the present
American system is headed, just look at our
"Mother Country"--Great Britain. Our
country is careening headlong down the same
road followed by England, that of complete
state socialism. And state socialism crushes
the middle class, drives out the upper class,
and leaves a nation of working class heroes
writing each other's welfare checks.
Don't get me wrong, I find rh«» conservatives

just as contemptable as the liberaF. If you
look to either end of this couatry's sleazy
political spectrum, you will see somebody
looking to rip off somebody else. It appears
that the entire current power structure is
based upon robbing the people who prop it up
blind
The government is in the hands of minority
pressure groups which jostle this way and
that, trading off support to get their respective
pet peeves into the lawbooks.
The end result is that we have neo-Fascists
and neo-Communists working hand in hand to
their benefit and to the detriment of everybody
else.
Considering
Yancey's
argv ment,
disenfranchising most of the electorate will not
solve our current problems. Nothing within
the system we nave now can solve our
problems. Our problems are within the system
itself. Nothing short of a full scale revision of
the United States Constitution will do.
We must decentralize-and with a
vengeance. Not just on the state or local level,
but down to our neighborhoods. We should
leave the national government with only
enough power to hold it together-defense and
highways, and that's about it. Return power to
its source-the people.
For aren't the people what this is all about ?

(Continued from Page 22)
pockets tor presents couia be any typical grandchild The armv
veteran returning home to a joyous neighborhood was a familiar
scene at the end of World War II.
Part of this authenticity lies in the fact that Rockwell often
drew scenes from his own experiences or by asking local citizens
to model for him. The small boy who was searching the pockets
of Uncle G il was a relative who gave Rockwell seasonal gifts on
the wrong holidays.
Willie Gillis, the young soldier, was a young man named
Robert
Buck. Rockwell spotted him one night at a square
dance in Arlington, Vermont. The painter studied the potential
subject from various angles before deciding that he was a good
model. Buck later told Rockwell that if he had stared at him just
oncemore, he would have knocked him flat
Even if Rockwell saw the pleasant side of American life, he
was often criticized for his sentimentality. Once called the
"Lawrence Welk of painting," Rockwell was accused of running
a factory that turned out pure "corn." But his paintings were fun
The y brought smiles to faces that were seeing the horrors of war
and the starkness of The Great Depression.
When Rockwell realized that sentimentality was dying out in
the rebellious 60's, he took on civil rights with his paintbrush. He
showed a wide-eyed black girl being escorted to a desegregated
school hy four U.S. marshals. Rockwell painted the presidents
and the astronauts, but it was the common man that made him
America's most beloved illustrator.
Rockwell didn't consider himself to be an "artist". He didn't
deal with the abstract, but the concrete. He painted the life he
lived, and the value of his works can be decided by the fans of his
lifelong career.
"I am a storyteller," Rockwell once said. "I'd love to have
bean a Picasso, but I just haven't got it. I know perfectly well
that my work, as'art,' won't last. But it will remain, I hope, as
cultural testimony to these times."
And so it has.

The Breeze welcomes Letters to the
Editor, Guests pots and Faculty Forums.
Take a break over the holiday and
let us know how you feel about
campus issues. Got a beef?
Write to The Breeze
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Students 'totally immersed in foreign culture
Foreign language students share
speaking skills In off-campus house
'*«.

By KRIS CARLSON JL
As you step on the poJBjflf
the quaint two-story house wi
Warsaw Street, you notice a
sign by the screen door that
reads "Stoneclift Wo Manor."
Puzzled, you open the front
door and step into a wellfurnished, cozy living room. A
Frenchman is sitting on the
couch
studying,
with
"Metzekatze" and "Minou,"
two kittens, playing around
him.
Then, you notice the chain
and bolt on the color cable
television, and you are
brought back sharply to the
realities of university life.
The house is rented from
private property by James
Madison University for 10
foreign language students,
who pay boarding costs just
like on-campus students, and
who are required to have
dining-hall contracts.
Of the 10 students that live
in the house, two are foreign
students
on
one
year
scholarships, one is a native
Spanish speaking Cuban
American, and the rest are
either foreign language
majors or minors who want to
be "totally immersed in
foreign
culture
and
language," according to John
Stewart, associate professor
of German, Latin, and
Education, and one of the
house's coordinators.
"I really like living with
them," senior french major
and house resident adviser
Nancy Phalen said of her
"housemates." "I was a little
worried at first, io people
living together who didn't
know each other, but it has
really worked out well.
"Foreign language majors
are as dedicated as music
majors, and as precise in
using their languages,"
Phalen said. "They may be a
little cliquish, but ifs very
comfortable inside the clique.
"Basically we share the
same interests, and we go to
some
social
functions
together," she said.
Besides a wine and cheese
picnic on Skyline Drive, a
German Club banquet, a
French Club wine and cheese
party, a "tea" for University
President Ronald Carrier, as
well as other foreign language
department
and
club
meetings, the house offers an
open lecture given by one of
the two foreign students every
Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Guy Claire, from Lyon,
France, and Stephan Kohler,
from Hamburg, Germany,
deliver the lectures as part of
their responsibilities as
assistants to the foreign
language department,
according to Stewart.
The two must spend at least
10 hours a week assisting in
foreign language instruction,
whether tutoring, helping in
the classroom, or helping in
the foreign language Tab,
Stewart said. Both students
are here on state scholarships.
The scholarships are
awarded
the university
foreign language department,
which then selects two foreign
students with the help of the
Institute for International
Education in New York,

Stewart said JMU has had
foreign
students
on
schotarhips here for at least 10
years, be said.
Claire and Kbhler are
available in the house to help
the students converse in
French and German, and
JMU sophomore Anna Garcia

don't speak the same foreign
language, we can't always
follow the rule," she said.
Phalen said she didn't think
that a person would live at the
house who didn't want to
conform to the rules or
lifestyle.
"It will become a desirable
place to live," she said, "and
there is some screening
process. If necessary, we
would ask the person to leave
after the first semester and
get someone else."

"MINOU" LISTENS passively in the arms of
Debbie McCoy, a sophomore French major, as
she converses with French exchange student
is available for speaking
native-spanish.
Garcia, born in Cuba, has
lived in the States most of her
life, Phalen said.
Garcia
transferred
here
from
Radford College at the urging
of JMU Spanish professor
Fernando Barroso, who knew
theGarcias when they lived in
Cuba.
The only language not
represented by a native
speaker at the house is
Russian, Phalen said. "It is
difficult to get a native
Russian speaker, but maybe
we will be able to in the future.
"We try to speak a foreign
language from 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
and from 7 p.m.-9 p.m.,
Monday through Friday,"
Phalen said. "Weekends are,
optional.
"Each
person
is
responsible for his own
language, but since some

"We will only specify that a
student must be a foreign
language major when a lot of
students want
to get in,
because then we will need
some kind of narrowing down
process," Phalen said. "We
will try to become more
representative of each
language, with more German
anditussian speakers."
The fate of the house next
year depends on an evaluation
by President Ronald Carrier,
according to Stewart. The

Guy Clair on the steps of JMU's Foreign
Language House.
Phofo by Lawranct Emerson

There is a waiting list for
the house now, Phalen said.
Last year, the first 10 students
who signed up for the house,
showing a real interest in it
and in studying foreign
languages, were accepted.

foreign language department
should know by next semester
whether it can keep the house,
he said.
"It shouldn't be so hard to
get the house again for next
year," Phalen said.
"We

invited President Carrier for
tea to let him see the house; I
think he was impressed. He
got to meet us and see that we
are using the house to good
advantage."
There have been no major
problems in the house so far,
according to Phalen.
Maintenance problems are
handled through the Buildings
and Grounds service, as in oncanipds dorm*
..... ^
"Stephan got a bed that he
said was like 'sleeping on the
Alps,' because of the different
levels in the mattress,"
Phalen said. "So, I went to
housing and got another bed."
"I did request 10 light bulbs
from B and G for the house,"
she said, "and they sent over
three men to install them."
The two-story house has
five bedrooms, an upstairs
and downstairs kitchen, two
baths, and a basement. The
house was mostly furnished
with the University supplying
a couple of chairs, the TV, and
a phone.
The basement is used or
"cabin parties" on Kohler's
suggestion, Phalen said. "We
decorate
it
with
dry
arrangements, and Stephan
puts candles alT arotma, so
that it looks like a
catacombe," she said.
"The German Banquet was
held down there, and some
theatre parties for Stephan,"
Phalen said. Kohler has been
in two plays on campus, "the
Bear," and "La Ronde."
The two- kittens are the
house's "mascots,", Phalen
said.
"The kittens were
homeless, so we took them
in."
Both
names
mean
something similar to "little
cat," Metzekatze is a German
name, and Minou is French,
she said. "The names seem to
fit: Metzekatze is frisky, and
Minou is docile."
The sign on the front of the
house reamains a mystery,
however.
"We don't know what it
means, it was here when we
got here," Phalen said. The
house had been previously
rented by other JMU students.
No one could be found to
explain the sign.
"JMU is very fortunate to
have a foreign language
house," Stewart said. The
College of William and Mary
is the only other Virginia
college with a foreign
language house, he said.
In previous years, the
foreign language department
arranged "foreign language
suites" in the dorms through
the office of residence halls,
Stewart said.
These suits
were discontinued this year
when the house was opened.

* Turkeys
(Continued from Page 2)
Feathers host a Poultry
Parade in Harrisonburg.
Today over four million, or
70 percent, of Virginia's
turkeys are raised in
Rockingham County.
But don't look for them.
Once entire hillsides were
white with flocks of turkeys.
Now, not only are turkeys
started indoors, but they live
their entire lives there.
Twenty-five thousand
turkeys live in the same

building, with only artificial
light, automated feeding and
watering and a controlled
environment.
Where Wampler had to
spend what seemed like hours
chasing a few stubborn
turkeys, one man can now
care for 25,000 of them-as a
part-time job.
Everything about the
turkey's life these days seems
automated-they are even
artifically inseminated.

Scientific breeding and being
raised indoors where they
have nothing to do but eat and
drink has produced toms too
large and clumsy to breed
naturally.
Turkeys, once raised
merely to supplement regular
income, have become a multimillion dollar operation.
And all because Charles
Wampler was tired of chasing
turkeys.
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